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IN MARCH ISSUE OF SOARING AUSTRALLA, WE LEFT THIS GROUP OF PILOTS NEAR LOCKHART RIVER.
HERE 'S THE LONG -AWAITED END OF THE TIP- TRIP...

e spent a pleasant couple of days
in Siesia, hired a fishing boat for
a day and taking a trip over to
Thursday Island. Jamie has relatives

W

there and he returned with a load of
crayfish that day. All the while the trikes
sat in the shed out on the Bamaga strip.
On the afternoon before we were leaving

for the west side legs, we had not been
to the actual tip of Australia, 30km to
t he north-east.
Trev and Ga il and Brad and I decided
to fly up. It would have been a shame
to come th is far and not do that. Dave,
Rachael and Jam ie drove out there in
the Hilux. We flew over the TIp in t he
two Wizard wings, and I thought that
it loo ked a lot like a crocodi le's snout.
Have a look at the photo and see what
you reckon .
We landed on the beach to the west
of the actual Tip and walked out. I had
brought my Sting 175 all this way so as
to do some 'Tip towing', but Doggy was
my tug pilot, and for some reason he
and Des had stayed back in Siesia, so
the big Sting stayed on the truck and
did not get flown at all this trip.
We did the usual tourist stuff on
the Tip until 20 minutes lat er somebody
noticed that the tide was rapidly eating
up our runway on the beach. So it was
a hurried rush back to jump in and take
off before the flats disappeared under
water. After an absolutely glorious sunset

We made it! At the Tip (left to right): Gail, Trey, Billo, Dave, Rachael, Brad and Jamie
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The Buzzard gets a new front tube at Weipa . Thanks Trev!
Photo: Trev Kee

The pilots (left to right): Trev, Doggy, Billa, Brad, Jamie and Dave

flight back, Trev and I landed on the
beach at Siesia and parked the trikes in
t he hel icopter area ready for the morning
take off.
Trev and I were off at first light, which
got us a good head start on the blokes
in the faster trikes, because they still had
to drive over to Bamaga and set up their
aircraft. Trev had put his ute on the barge
back to Cairns, Gail and Rachael were
o n a flight back from Horn Island and
Dave and Des were going to have to get
to Burketown by driving back down the
Cape on the same road they had come
up on. That road is a long way from the
west coast, so now we had no support
vehicles and would have to carry everyth ing we needed for th is part of the
flight in the trikes.
Trev and I made good time on the
first part of the leg (although that isn't
what it's all about), with the constant

south-easter giving us a good tailwind
component. Before long we rounded the
corner and were heading more to the
south, the tailwind was now a headwind,
and a Wizard wing loves noth ing more.
Added to that, the day was already heating up and it soon became clear that
the cond itions we enjoyed on the east
side were not going to continue here.
Buffeted by turbulence we flew low,
trying to maximise our groundspeed .
Another difference from the east side
became clear. With all the mining
activity over here, the beaches are fu ll of
campers, fish ing, hunting and 4WDs. In
fact, it looked a lot like Stockton beach
to me.
After a couple of hours I needed a
pit stop, so we landed together on a
sand spit . I was used to the prawn boats
in every river, but the boat in this river
looked like it would not have been out

of place in Monaco harbour. There was
no way to shelter from the wind, and
we did not try. With the wingtips blowing into the sand (and vice versa) we
re-fuelled the aircraft and de-fuelled the
pilots. I had a struggle to pick the wing
tip back up to ta ke off again, the wind
was so strong.
We slowly climbed for height to cross
the Jardine river mouth at Mapoon,
and I lost sight of Trev. I plodded on for
a whi le, but eventually landed on the
beach to wa it . Little did I know, Trev had
dropped in to Mapoon for tea and scones
- typical! Amaz ingly, we met up again in
the air, what are the odds? Trev ducked
cross-country straight to Weipa, and I
followed at SOOOft.
The air was thick with a smoke haze
from fires on the Cape and visibil ity
ahead was poor. The moonscape that
is the mining leases of Weipa, rolled
beneath our wings, and I had to reconcile
my revulsion of what man is doing to this
environment with the fact that here I
was floating above it all in an aluminium
aeroplane. That's the problem with the
moral highground, unfortunately.
On descent into Weipa there were
orange dusties rising all around . I got
hooked by a thermal off the end of the
strip that picked me up over a 1000h in
no t ime, and when I finally did nail the
thing on the ground, I had a flat front
tyre and couldn't steer. By the time I got
to the grassy patch in front of the Qantas
hut, the tyre had rolled off the rim, which
saved me the trouble, so I set about
repairing the tube (Trev gave me a new
tube, Onya Trev) . The Qantas gardener
came over and moved us on whi le I was
doing this, not at all fr iendly, but one of

Typical west coast beach: wreck, rubbish
and tyre tracks
Photo: Trev Kee
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Curiosity - kids and dogs swamp Jamie's trike at Arakun

Photo: Billo

the other operators offered us the use
of the front of their hut. The friendly
young lass who made the offer told us "I
went for a fly in one of these things just
a week ago. " Turns out that the pilot was
Dave, just before he did his flight across
the Gulf.
Brod rounded up some vehicles from
the local clinic, he was proving to be a
great asset that way, and as we left for
town a massive dusty ripped through
the carpark. Hope we tied those aircraft
down good and tight!
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We re-filled the jerries and had lunch
in Weipa, but were not going to stay.
We were headed for Arakun, where
Brod arranged a house for us for the
night. So it was back on board for the 80
odd kilometres to Arakun through the
afternoon thermals.
Being the slowest, I was the last
to land, of course, and by the time I
got there the other three trikes had
disappeared underneath a sea of black
children playing on them (Trev's photos
of these kids are priceless). There were
kids all over the airstrip, a charged and
highly dangerous situation, and I feared
hitting one of them with a turning prop
so I switched off and coasted in. The usual
anti-terrorist fencing was not here, and it
may actually have been of some use, c'est
la guerre.
There had been unrest in Arakun in
the days before we arrived and the place
was not too happy. The canteen was
closed, there was no fuel, and we were
told that it might not be advisable to
leave our aircraft unattended overnight.
Heeding this advice, we took to the air
again at last light and landed at the boat
ramp as the sun was setting. Our camp
there that night was uneventful, and next

morning we headed to Edwards River. If
they did not have fuel there we would be
stuck. None of us could go on past that.
Once again, Brad came through for
us and a car came out to the strip and
picked us up, saving us the walk. Our
jerries were filled by a smiling local Sitting
barefoot atop a large fuel tank, with
a hand pump. So we left him to it and
went to the community store to re-supply.
Doggy needed metho for our camp stove,
and trying to buy that in this store proved
to be entertaining.
Back at the fuel dump after a leisurely
lunch, and our drums still weren't filled,
but eventually we were in the air again
and heading for Inkerman on the coast,
rather than inland to Kowanyama .
We camped the night on the mud
flats (Croes? what crocs? The sandflies ate
all the croes!) and next morning Trev and
I were off by torch light for an ethereal
flight to Karumba Point as the sun rose.
From the ground, someone pointed a
spotlight at Trev, but they were way
behind the plane and pointing at the
noise. Pig shooters probably, and much
later, after we landed at Burketown,
Jamie found a .30 calibre bullet hole in
the fabric of his new Streak 111. .. so they
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Jamie at Inkerman landing

are out there, the weirdos, and they own
big guns tOO!
At the start of the trip it seemed so
daunting a thing to do in the old Buzzard
that I did not want to think beyond each
leg . But here, nearing the end, and the
plane had not really faltered, I started
thinking about the possibilities of
Morning Glories. And sure enough, ahead
of us the risi ng sun had lit up the back
side of a spectacular MG wave stretching
out over the Gulf. We started climbing
to get over the top, I was hoping for a
free ride on the other side, possibly all
the way to Burketown, but the higher
we went the more headwind. This wasn't
in the instruction manual, so I dropped
back to the deck wh ile Trev climbed over
the top. I got the free ride from the 10kt
tailwind along the bottom of the cloud,
but it was a dead glory and there was
no lift in front of it . I landed at Karumba
Point alone. Trev dropped in a short while
later. The fast trikes finally arrived a long
while later with Brod flying front seat in
Jamie's Outback.
We took the cab into town (She was
happy to take the jerries) to re-fuel and
breakfasted for the last t ime before
Burketown. Back in the air, Trev and I
followed the coast around, and landed
for a comfort stop before the last short
leg into BKT. We flew in through the
cumulus clouds that are the remains
of a good MG wave and landed at the
airstrip to high fives all round with the
exhilaration of having completed the
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trip. Nobody had given the old Buzzard
a chance, so it was pleasing to make a
few phone calls to rub it in . We set up
a photo shoot on the strip with examples
of Airborne's earliest and latest trikes and
the five of us.
Dave and Des arrived days later,
after travelling around the world to get
there. Des had stood up to the rigours
amazingly well for a bloke in his early
eighties. Their trip had been no picnic,
that's for certain.
As it happened, the MG we had flown
through that morning was the last to BKT
that season, although there had been several in the days before we arrived. When
these things happen you can be tempted
to speculate, "What if we had not been
held up with the weather at Iron Range
for those few days? We might well have
had it all." But of course, there's no point,
and when it comes to weather and waves,
you get what you get from Huey and you
either li ke it or lump it.
Oh, and the moral of the story? Well,
it's pretty simple really. Get out there
and have a go with the gear you have
got. No point putting off that adventure
just because you don't yet own that
u-beaut new Outback 912 . As the old
Buzzard showed, you can do the trip
....,...
with almost anything .

Oes supervises a repair to the trailer at another
ubiquitous creek crossing on the Cape road

The aircraft (left to right): Billo's Buzzard, Jamie's
XTS912 Outback. Trev's Outback. 20 years of Airborne
trikes. from the Buzzard to the 912 Outback
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BARRON HILTON 2009
Terry Cubley

IN 1981 BARRON HILTON AND HELMUT RElCHMANN (T HREE TIMES
WORLD CHAMPION ) CREATED A UNIQ11E COMPETITION , THE BARRON
HILTON CUP (S HC ) TO PROMOTE TH E SPORT OF CROSS-COUNTRY
SOARING AROUND THE WORLD. AFTER NEARLY 30 YEARS THIS YEAR,
OVer the Sierra Nevada Range

2009, WAS THE LAST Of THE COMPETITION.

Photos: Terry Cubley

THE COM PETITION

EUROPE ASIA STANDARD

JAPAN / NZ

The BHC was an international competition
with nine regions/classes worldwide. The
winner in each region was the person
who flew the greatest handicapped
distance in that region/class over a twoyear period.

Bernhard Leitner (Austria)
829km 91 kmlh LS 8
Europe Asia 15m
Werner Luidolt (Austria)
1081 km 97m/h
LS 6
Europe Asia Open
Robert SchrOder (Germany)
110lkm 108km/h ASH 25M

Doug Hamilton (NZ)
1502km 111 km/h ASH 25
Oct 2008
Australian Participants at the Flying M Ranch
1983
Ingo Renner (world champion)
1991
Brad Edwards (world champion)
1993
Bruce Tuncks
1995
Chris Stephens
1999
Tom Claffey
2001
Mark Bland
2003
Mal Williams
2004
Shinzo Takizawa
2006
Gerrit Kurstjens
2008
Terry Cubley

May 2008

May 2008

May 2008

THE PRIZE

EUROPE ASIA DOUBLE

An all expenses paid trip to the Flying
M Ranch in Nevada, USA, sponsored by

Wolf Falkensammer (Austria)
877km 92kmlh Duo Discus May 2008

Barron Hilton, previous owner of the
Hilton Hotel chain, with support from
EADS. Some current world champions
were also invited to the Ranch.

Erik Mann (USA)
l59km 103km/h LS 8

EASTERN USA CANADA

June 2007

WESTERN USA / SOUTH AMERICA

Walter Rogers (USA)
966km 114km/h Discus 2a August 2008

2009 INV ITEES
EUROPE ASIA CLUB

AUSTRA LI A / AFRICA

Herbert Ziegerhofer (Austria)
872km 81 km/h ASW 19

Terry Cubley (Australia)
May 2008

1036km 114kmlh LS 3

January 2009

OUR STAY AT THE
FLYING M RANCH
My wife Vicki and I flew to Reno in
Nevada mid-June this year, were picked
up with the rest of the guests by a coach
then travelled the two hours to the Flying
M ranch.
Then ensued a week of flying heaven
and decadent living.
The ranch is a green oasis in a huge
desert landscape, but a desert with large
rivers of flowing water, complements
of the Sierra Nevada mountain range
- a breath of fresh air for we South
Australians. In the middle of this desert,
w ith a valley floor of SOOOft, is the
magnificent ranch property w ith ranch
house, guest houses, barns, shooting
ranges, fish ponds, and of course a
wonderful 6000ft bitumen runway.
The hangars at the north end are for
the powered toys - Pawnee and Husky
towplanes, Steerman, Staggerwing,
helicopter, and of course the Citation jet.
The hangars in the middle of the runway
contain the glider fleet, but augmented
for this week by the hired aircraft from
Minden and elsewhere in the USA. I flew
a different glider every day, including a
Duo Discus, Discus, LS6, ASW28, ASH26e,
Grob Acro. I couldn't fit in the Ventus
2a. Bruno Gantenbrink came over from
November 2009
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Terry and Vicki Cubley

Germany as the 'Balloon pilot', but j ust to
while away the daylight hours he brought
across his Eta (30m wingspan t w o-seat
super ship - very nice) .
There were approximately 20 pilots
and guests, 10 or more organ isers, various
other guests including the legendary
Chuck Yaeger (test pilot, first to break the
sound barrier; his story is the main basis of
the book/fi lm 'The Right Stuff'), and
approximately 20 staff (cooks, cleaners, etc).
Barron hired in more than 40 motor
homes so we each had one as our
bedroom, but ate and socialised in the
main ranch house.
Each day followed the same basic
agenda :

A Day at the Ranch
Balloon flights
6am to 8am
7:30am to 9am
Breakfast
Briefing and glider ballot 9am to 9:30am
Steerman rides, fishing, shooting,
petroglyphs, Bodie
Lunch in the marquee as crew finalise
your glider
Launch
12pm to lpm
5:45pm
Land
6pm
Bar opens
7:30 to 8:30pm
Dinner
Bar still open
Balloons
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Flying in the Steerman

'Splash and dash' in the fishing pond

The main competition during the
whole week was the morning balloon
one, an event taken very seriously by the
three pilots. There were three balloons:
one flown by Barron, the second by Bruno
and the third by Mike, Barron's chief pilot
(now he has the best job in the world couriers Barron to and from San Francisco,
the Ranch and Alaska in the Citation jet;
flies the various 'toys', the gliders and the
balloon; goes fishing and shooting, and is
one of the last in the bar most evenings).
I flew w ith Bruno and the aim was
to land as close to a pre-set target - we
made it to approximately five metres
from the target whi lst Barrron ended up
800m away in the middle of a lucerne
paddock and irrigators - he waited
40 minutes in case the wind changed
direction. We changed crew and Bruno
then gained extra po ints to clearly win
the day by doing a 'splash and dash' into
one of the fishing ponds - touchdown in
the water and then f lyaway aga in.

er update by meteorologist Dan Gudgel he was the weather man at a number of
international events in the USA.
There was then the glider ballot.
The order of selection changed daily so
everyone had a fair chance to choose
thei r favourite glider. Many of the
Austrian and German pilots had brought
gl iding friends as their guest and so
preferred to select one of the four
Duos so they could go f lying together.
Al l gliders were well equipped with
oxygen as normal flying heights were
in the 15000 to 18000ft AMSL range.
Instrumentation varied a little, and a
few didn't have GPS or correct turn points
loaded, so the main focus was on flying
to tour the majestic scenery rather
than trying to break records or ach ieve
big distances.
Most days didn't really get going until
about 12:30 or 1pm so we then had a few
hours to take advantage of some of the
other social activities. Fish ing in one of
the three heavily stocked ponds, ma inly
a catch and release policy: clay pigeon
shooting or pistol shooting: tours of t he
Petroglyphs (Indian rock carvings): even
a trip to Bodie, an old wi ld west min ing
town. Vicki and I did some shooting,
which revealed that Vicki is a much better
shot than me. This seems to have changed

BREAKFAST AND BRIEFING
Meals were quite formal with a mix of
self serve and table service: catering was
provided by one of Barron's sons-in-law
who runs a series of restaurants at Lake
Tahoe and other places. Briefing included
some news items plus a thorough weath-

Soaring Australia
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commit aviation you simply hopped into
the glider and the crew pushed you out
into the middle of the long runway,
taking off in either direction depending
on the wind. There is a mountain range
either side of the airstrip so you have
some choice as to where to get the early
climbs. Early climbs were typically to
IS000ft, under sparse cumulus. The most
exciting weather is down south to the
famous White Mountain range. There is
some desolate country to fly over, but
good heights mean that the few airstrips
are within range as long as you are
careful. My first climb on the Whites was
14kt to 18000ft.
The weather was a little stable
during the camp, due to some colderthan-normal conditions, but still we
consistently found six to 10kt to IS 000 to
18000ft with nice flights to the Whites
and also north of Reno.
The last day was the best of the week,
with cumulus over the Sierra Nevada
Range to the west, scenic views over
Yosemite National Park and Mammoth
Lakes' ski resorts: S30km in three-and-ahalf hours, just marvellous. As I launched
they asked if I could land at Minden as
the glider needed to be delivered back

After flight briefing

our relationship somewhat, I am certainly
a little more cautious now.
Two of the great activities were
flights in either the Staggerwing or the
Steerman. The flight in the Steerman was
just amazing; we levelled off at about
100ft and followed the river up into the
hills, through twisting canyons and across
desolate plains - truly exhilarating.

FLY I NG
Lunch was served in the marquee on the
airfield as the crew finalised preparation
of the glider. When you decided to

home. It was great flying back into
Minden; I last flew there in 1990. After 30
minutes the towplane arrived and flew
me back to the Ranch, just in time for the
bar to open.

EVEN I NGS AT T H E RANC H
A very social atmosphere, with everything
you could ask for. The evenings saw some
great discussions with pilots from around
the world plus some of Barron'S guests.
Dinner was served at 7:30pm with some
wonderful meals. After dinner there
were a number of different presentations
during the week, including one by Chuck
Yaeger and one of the European astronauts, as well as Barron himself. Many
evening went quite late with a great mix
of conversation.

END O F A N ERA
This was the last Barron Hilton Cup; after
nearly 30 years Barron has decided that
enough is enough. The BHC has done
much to encourage distance flying; it will
be a pity if the mantle cannot be picked
up by some other organisation or group.
It was certainly a great experience and
an honour to be given this opportunity.

V'

FURTHER FLIGHT TESTING OF THE DG-I00IM
The DG·l001M

Holger Back

SINCE THE MAIDEN FLIGHT Of THE DG - IOOOIM IN JULY THIS YEAR, THE PROTOTYPE
Of THE DG - IOOIM HAS BEEN AIRBORNE FOR fURTHER FLIGHT TESTING.

ilhelm Dirks, Michael Harms and
Holger Back accompl ished numerous self launches at different airfields. The engine was additionally
tested during various climbs up to 3000m .
The main tasks were the accurate adjustment of the electronic fuel injection
to different parameters like engine
temperature, air temperature, air pressure
etc. These adjustments are almost completed and from the so-far-conducted
tests we can draw a positive conclusion:
• The propulsion system satisfies
all required terms.
• It is powerful, quiet and low-vibrational.
• The take off length was, even under

W
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unfavourable conditions with a little
tailwind below 300m, on average
between 250m and 280m.
The average climb rate was 2.5 to 3m/s.
At test flights of a DG-SOSMB and of
a DG -l001M with the same wingspan and
take off weight, the DG-l001M showed
its superiority during the complete climb
over the Otto engine of the DG-SOSM B.
Especially the comparison with the
DG-SOSMB shows the progress regarding
the noise emissions and vibrations. The
DG-l001M is definitely more quiet in the
cockpit and the vibrations are less.
Flying in the thermals is uncomplicated as well.

The excess weight of SO kg of the self
launcher is of no relevance compared to
the DG-l00lT. Circling in the thermals
is even possible at a higher bank with a
speed of 90 to 9Skmlh.
Last month an optimised engine
support was assembled . (Cable and
tubular laying were not optimised for
Ithe prototype and some add-on parts
had not enough space) . From the
beginning of October the DG-l001M
was open to the public so that customers
and interested people could see for
oneself the positive characteristics.

V'
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Club Development
THE GLIDING CLUB OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA (CUNDERDIN) WAY
James Cooper

he Gl iding Club of Western
Australia is situated in the
heart of the West Australian
wheat belt . Of the three major
clubs nearest to Perth we are situated
the most northern and eastern, giving
us advantage of the better heating and
reduced probability of the dreaded sea
breeze that comes inland on the booming
days. We also have a large WW2 fully
sea led airstrip, thus making us w ithout
doubt the best located club in the state.
Morawa to the north, no doubt, has
better weather but is too far from Perth .
However, despite its advantages, GCWA
is the smallest of the three metro clubs
in the West !
I shou ld f irst note that it is never
my intention to knock any of our other
gl iding clubs; I will try to keep the relative
points about the various clubs to the
facts, although some may like to have
differing views.
The largest club in numbers is
Beverley, but this has a dirt strip, trees
adjacent to the strip and now a very
much shortened east-west runway. So
why is it that Beverley has become the
largest club in the state? They have better
gliders, for some years Twin Astirs and
now a DG 1000; they have a relatively
modern clubhouse; and are seen to have
the advantage of being nearer to Perth,
although those in the know would know
that this is a weather disadvantage.

T

Beverley, but after some
time became frustrated
with flying 50km to the
trough, when at Cunderd in
they were launching in it.
The sea breeze cut short
flights. Being a larger club
with one tug queuing for
a launch was frustrating;
they have since got two
tugs. In add it ion I had some
particularly good friends at
Cunderd in, not the case at
Beverley.

R. U L E 2 :
Gliding is about people.
As it was my aim to fly
long flights I moved clubs,
as have a number of the
top WA pilots.
So I moved to Cunderd in
in 1997 and in 2005 took
on the job as president.
Where did we stand when
I took the job on? We were
losing money, over $20000 the previous
year, and with 35 members we were not
self sustaining . At the end of the 2009
financial year we had 75 members and
have increased steadily every year. So how
did we get where we were?

R.ULE3 :
Ask members from all clubs why they
joined that club.

R.ULE 1 :
People make decisions often in the first
two minutes and at first glance.Beverley
appeared a lot better club. GCWA on
the other hand in 2004 had two Blaniks,
and an IS 28 as their two-seater fleet,
and although a very nice large old WWII
clubhouse, it hardly looked modern: well
actually very run down. In addition, if
people went to Cunderdin and expressed
interest in cross-country flights it was
suggested that they went to Beverley!
When I first came t o WA I joined
November 2009

R.ULE4 :
Change the club so that eventual ly
there is no reason why they should not
join your club. We knew that the main
issue we had was our fleet, so we had
to change the mental ity and start to
sell off the rubbish and replace with
better gliders. Before we started to
purchase our new trainer we sold one of
the two Blaniks, not for much, but the
membership saw we were on the move.
Our single seater fleet consisted of one

location of WA gliding dubs

well-used Jantar, an Astir with weight
restrictions, an ASW 15, again w ith
weight restrictions, and a Ka 6BR that was
given to the club, and not allowed to be
sold. The weight-restricted gliders were
sold off and an additional Jantar was
purchased. The IS 28 was repainted.
We had some cash in the bank to go
towards a trainer but we still needed
over $38000 to purchase a glider. It was
a perfect chicken and egg situation: we
needed the glider to get members to join
to make money, but we had insufficient
money and had been running at a loss.
I called each member to see if we could
borrow, interest free, and pay back
with 50 % of the AEF flight income. This
did not put the club in a financial risk
situation as there was no way of telling
when we would start to make enough
income to pay back a loan . Well we got
the money.
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worked with have all been superb at
doing their job and have been a pleasure
to work with. Coach your individual
committee members, and give them all
the support you can; without them the
club falls. Give them assistance, listen to
them and they will support you.
A publicity officer is vital to the
forward progress of the club, they need
to be good with people, (Rule 2) set up
a web page and keep it active, use a
mobile phone that is called by prospective
AEFs and members. They should also sell
vouchers, it is vital that you can accept
credit cards, take the money now!

RULE 10 :
RU LE S:

RU LE 6 :

You must have your members prepared
to back you up. The loan will be fully
paid out at the end of September. To
increase income you must be prepared
to charge. With the treasurer we went
over in detail our costs of the tug and
glider and had the fees changed to reflect
the costs. Note: we also include into our
costs that for tug dingles, that even with
insurance an accident will add thousands
of dollars to your expenses in a year. We
also discourage guest flights and prefer
to charge friends AEF rates, as 50% goes
back to member'S loans. We also push the
selling of vouchers.

Be prepared to charge realistically.
Many people think that gliding clubs
are about gliders and flying. At first
glance this may appear to be the case,
but in my view Rule 2 applies - any club
is about people. This attitude needs to
be considered in all decisions. We have a
duty pilots' instruction book that states:
"see the day runs smoothly, safely and in

Marek, our publicity officer and member
of the year 2007

a manner that all members and visitors
get the most training and pleasure from
the day "

RU LE 7 :
Pick your committee: Committees are the
backbone of a club and the selection of
a committee can be somewhat random.
Whoever puts their hand up often
gets the job, good bad or indifferent.
Committees also tend towards the
median rather than stretching the limits,
this can be frustrating for someone who
wants to push forward, although th is is
not always bad as they can hold back the
over-exuberant member. Committees are
voted in by the members and therefore
they can become an average group. If
you want a good team, find out who is
the best for the job and encourage them
to put up their hand. But do not pick a
member because they are your mate and
will vote with you.

RU LE 8:
Pick them because they will be the best
at the job they are to do and that they
will work as a team. If you cannot work
as a member of a team don't bother even
thinking of working on a committee.

Give them total support. If you do you
may get results, like when we had one
week notice to set up a stand for Red
Bull; Marek d id it whi lst I was driving to
Narromine, no other club did.
Of course the treasury is a vital part
of the organisation, you need to do more
than just take the money and bank it. You
must have a good accounting system and
for small businesses there is little doubt
that QuickBooks is the most powerful
package that you will get. You need a
system that is easy for data entry and
powerful reporting . From my experience
gliding clubs can be one of the most
complex of small businesses.
In our QuickBooks we track other
than the basic business functions such as:
Membership retention; who has the club
magazine posted and emailed; members'
loans fo r the PW6; who is on what duty
team; who owns caravans; instructors;
coaches; Form 2 tickets. We track the GFA
membership charged to members and
reconcile the payment to the GFA. We
can run a report to see that every flight
has been logged, and that it compares
to the maintenance release; and much
more. Because we can do so much in one
database program, QuickBooks, I am very
much against using more than one data
base for any information .

RULE 11 :
Only have one database for information.
We put all of our data on one computer
that all committee members can log
onto when they want; this incl udes all
correspondence, minutes of meetings,
trophy records and so on.
With a good data recording system it
is now vital to consider:

RULE 9:

The Mitsubishi van
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Be prepared to be out-voted, accept the
decision and move on with your work . I
can certainly say that the members I have

RULE 12:
Do someth ing with the reporting
information to move the club forward.
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ing, although too often we find pilots
prefer to go off and do their own thing.
We will be bringing into action a crosscountry competition every weekend that
is both for the best on the day but also
handicap-based on pilot hours. We hope
that this will assist in member retention.
After about five years most members
will be worn out doing a big committee
job, in addit ion more than likely they will
begin to have used up new ideas, thus
becom ing stale. So be prepared to invoke:

RULE 16 :

It is no use at all seeing that a profit or
loss is made, we need to see why. Know
what the number of flights per day will
give you break even. We found that
the earlier we started flying the more
money we made and the more satisfied
the students were, having completed all
the training they needed. We also found
that eight percent of people visiting our
web page come from my web page, so
consider what you are going to do with
that information .
At Cunderdin we have a large tarmac
strip with no shade; I found that many
people joined Beverley because of the
shade of the trees, with the curl over!
(Rule 3). We had no shade. We did have a
Mitsubishi van with a small shade cloth. It
hardy looked good (Rule 1)
I had read about Stanton on the
Wolds Glid ing Club who had converted
an old Shorts fuselage to be their launch
point van. It looked good, and had all
the extra amenities for coaching and
presumably good shelter from the cold .
As with each step it was vital that
we did the proper job and I had an uphill
battle to get something that I wanted
to see. Too many t imes costs such as
launch point vans, being non·flying assets
are not considered to be worthy
of money spent.

I WAS ONLY PREPARED
TO HAVE RULE 13:
Something that the club would be proud
of on the long term, and that would
give full funct ionality. We eventually
purchased a three-metre by 3.6m donga
that was put on wheels. It has a large
shade cloth, six by six-metres, to give
shelter from the sun . It has a sink, and
kettle for coffee, work desk, cupboards
for books and new members' files, wh ite
board for instructors and coaches. At
each point it is parked there is synthetic
grass and permanent pegs to support the
November 2009

shade cloth that only takes two minutes
to put up. It is a total success and makes
it comfortable for people on the launch
point thus looking after (Rule 2), people .
To proceed with a project like th is can be
hard and only with some considerable
push got through, but sometimes we get
a Sydney Opera house.
Every day is run by a team of duty
pilot, log keeper, instructor and tuggie.
In which business do we expect every
employee to be able to sell their entire
range of products? We do in a gliding
cI ub, therefore:

RULE 14:
We have made a duty pilot training manual for each member who is duty pilot.
See that you have an up-to-date
constitution and a simp le set of club
rules. These need to be given to any
member who joins the club . How many
have been told that this or that is not
allowed, but you have never seen the rule
in writing . In our new member file, we
have the fees, Constitution, club rules and
guidelines, committee member contact
detai ls and tracking master to give a
member an idea of expected progress.

RU LE 15 :
Members must be proud of their club.
Our club has a great history, so we have
a history board that is kept up to date
annually with major events and details of
gliders that have joined the club. We have
a 750km board that shows anybody who
flew flights of over that d istance; we push
this as we have 17 compared to about
seven from other clubs put t ogether. Also
being the only club to have had 1000km
we have a large frame detailing how
gliding at GCWA went from a hop
to 1000km.
We consider ourselves as a cross-country club and therefore alternate weekends'
roster on a cross-country coach for train-

Have a committee replacement plan that
includes the president.
I think that is important for all
committee members, but sometimes is not
practical. It is no good replacing a good
committee member with a bad one, (Rule
7) So don't be looking for a replacement
four weeks before the AGM; be prepared
to groom someone for a replacement
position, if necessary a year ahead . There
are two ways a club can proceed, by dayto-day decisions, putting out fires, or
planning ahead .

RULE 17 :
If you fail to plan you plan to fail. It is
vita l that you have some idea where you
are going and push for that, otherwise
you will just tread water. It seems strange
that if you tal k about where you will
be in the future, the mentality changes
and people move to that goa l. If nobody
knows where they are going they will
go nowhere. At the Gliding Club of WA
Cunderdin we know that in the next
seven years we will have done a major
job of refurbishing our cl ubhouse. We will
have a nice garden in which to eat and
chat after flying . We will have a crosscountry glider and our work shop will
be gutted and fully refurbished. And we
will have some security of tenure, which
brings us on to the last point.

RULE 18:
Work closely w ith your local council. Put
in extra effort, to help them help you .
Together you must work as a team .
There are a number of points that I
have not brought up, like instructors and
glider ma intenance, but I feel that these
are gliding issues and have been talked
about a lot before. This does not reduce
their importance; we owe a lot to our
CFI Kevin Saunders and our maintenance
workers, but I have tried to give some
ideas of some things that are not always
thought of as priority but perhaps a re.

...."
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Paragliding Accuracy World
Cup Jugra, Malaysia 2009
Peter lamont

AS AN AUSSIE HANG GLIDER AND PARAGLIDER PILOT, BEING POSTED TO THE PHILIPPINES HASN 'T
BEEN GREAT FOR RACKING UP flYING HOURS. WHILE THERE ARE MANY POTENTIAL FLYING SITES
IN THE PHILIPPINES , THERE ARE ONLY A HANDFUL Of REGULAR flYERS DESPITE A POPULATION Of
AROUND 97 MILLION. SO THE FEW OF US WHO DO flY TAKE ANY OPPORTUNITY THAT COMES OUR
WAY TO UNFURL OUR WINGS AND flY. THIS USUAllY MEANS CLEARING A PATCH OF JUNGLE ON SOME
MOUNTAIN -TOP TO MAKE A SUITABLE LAUNCH .

I

n February 2009 the Philippines Hot
Air Balloon Festival and Air Show, he ld
annually in Clarke, saw a number of paramotor pilots attend from all over Asia,
including Lieutenant Colonel Basir (retired)
from Ma laysia . Colonel Basir is a driving
force behind paragliding in Ma laysia
and the key organiser of the Paragl iding
Accuracy World Cup in Malaysia.
As a direct result of the fellowsh ip
developed duri ng the Balloon Festival,
Colonel Basir invited a small contingent
from the Phi lippines to participate in the
2009 Paragliding Accuracy World Cup in
Jugra, Malaysia, held between 29 April
and 4 May 2009.
In late April two Filipino pilot mates,
Randell 'Buko' Raymundo, Jason 'JC' luengo
and myself headed off to Malaysia to
compete against the world's best accuracy
paragl iding pilots. JC even garnered a
cloth ing sponsorship for us from 'Bomb-

proof' making us we feel like a professional team .
The fun started with customs when
leaving the Phil ippines at Ninoy Aquino
International Airport. After insisting
my glider should go through the X-ray
scanner for a second time, one of the
harness straps sl id down between the
conveyor belt and the scanner, jamming
the glider inside the machine. Of course,
the enthusiastic customs official, after
some encouragement f rom Buko, disappeared into the machine with a knife
intend ing to cut the glider free. let's just
say I became fairly vocal at this point.
We solved the problem by working the
strap gently free by hand after suggesting
customs turn the X-ray machine off.
The coordination on our arrival in
Malaysia was outstanding . Ma laysian customs and immigration officia ls had been
fully briefed on the event and were expect-

ing the pilots who were arriving from
all over the world. Colonel Basir's staff
picked us up and transported us to the
Impian Morib Resort where we ended up
spend ing a lot of downtime by the pool.

DAY 1 - 29 APR I L 2009
The f irst day of 29 April was for unofficial
practice. Jugra launch takes a southeasterly w ind and is a relatively low
mountain with limited soaring potential.
This first day of practice saw the Serbian
and Indonesian teams as stand-outs and
probably the teams to beat. The conditions were hot and the w ind direction
was changing constantly, a sign of things
to come.
It was on this first day that I met
Matjaz Feraric, the reign ing World
paragliding accuracy champion, and
Vladimir Jankovic, who was, at the time,
the leading points scorer in accuracy

These guys are good! Most contestants glue Velcro to the sole of their shoe and then stick a customised football stud to the Velcro during flight to ensure the electronic measuring device registers
a touch. Most of the serious competitors hit the centre 3cm bulls-eye of the circle every time.

Parade at the start of competition
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for th is year. Both were always happy
to provide advice and were great sports
throughout the competition.

DAY 2 - 30 APRil 2009
The second day commenced with the
official opening ceremony, involving a
fleet of open-backed vehicles transporting
individual teams with country flags.
An escort of police vehicles with sirens
and lights blazing along with about 50
Harley Davidson motorcycles sawall the
competitors welcomed by the city mayor
and his entourage.
Official practice began on arrival
at Jungra launch and most competitors
were able to squeeze in a number of
official practice flights before the wind
on launch turned tail. Then it was back
to the resort for a sumptuous pools ide
formal dinner for the competitors, organising staff and officials, serenaded by a
g reat loca l band.
The official briefing followed dinner
with briefings from Colonel Basir and the
Federation Aeronautique Internationale
(FAI) representatives. Again there were
some concerns regarding the weather,
however, everyone was hoping the
prevai ling sea breeze would push through.

DAY 3 - 1 MAY 2009
Day three saw an early start with the
remainder of the contestants, including
the Saudi team, arriving overnight. We
arrived in our buses at Jugra launch to see
the wind blowing tail over launch . The
wind direction really didn't change much
all day, except - ironically for a short twohour window during the Musl im prayer
time between 12pm and 2pm. The few
non-Musl ims amongst us managed to
get a few practice flights in, however, by
the time the official flights were due to
recommence at 2:30pm, the wind had
turned tail again.
The afternoon was filled in with
paramotor displays, then it was back
to the resort.

DAY 4 - 2 MAY 2009
Although we awoke to rain and thunder
we optimistically prepa red for a day of
competition.
At launch the wind was again tail and
after some serious para-waiting, a young
Serbian pilot decided to test his luck and
fly to the landing field . After a serious
cravatte and a number of collapses, he
managed to reach the landing field barely. If officials had any doubt if was
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A glider pilot heading towards the ta rget area

a no-fly day they were left with no doubt
whatsoever after this flight. As an aside,
this young pilot told myself and others
during dinner that he had been flying
for many years and had never had a
single accident. Observing the conditions
in which he chose to fly during the event
I found this difficult to believe.
The day ended at a traditional
Malaysian seafood restaurant arranged
by our Malaysian hosts.

DAY 5 - 3 MAY 2009
Overcast aga in, but everyone was hopeful that we would get through the two
rounds required by the FAI to have the
points count towards participant rankings.
The FAI representative, Uga Jondzic, tried
to explain the regulations to me on a
number of occasions, if you're interested,
visit [www.pgawc.orgl] for the details.
Again the wind at launch was marginal. Thomas, a German paraglider pilot
based in Kuala Lumpur, was the designated 'wind dummy' . Thomas launched and
Soaring Australia
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towed by their teammates - even the
World champions.
Although the Jugra competition finished without a valid day, the event was
extremely well-organised and provided
a great opportunity to learn, enjoy the
fellowsh ip of like-minded pilots and
network. It w ill undoubtedly be the best
50 Euros I spend this year.

- -..--- - - _ _

~_~_ _ __

_ _~_---

Setting up the electronic measuring equipment

immediately suffered a number of major
collapses. The day was called off again,
but not before the first competitor
launched, apparently not able to see
the problems suffered by Thomas. This
guy suffered similar collapses and was
lucky to make it to the landing field in
one piece.
After the day was called off, the
competitors, being what they are, started
up an improvised towing/accuracy competition in the landing fie ld. It turned
out to be a great spectator sport and all
the teams got involved, having a lot of
fun 'arriving' on the target after being

Unlike Austral ia, not all countries are
blessed with the incredible opportunities
to fly cross-country so I guess this sport
has its place. Accuracy is an exceptional
spectator event, with average flights top
to bottom at Jugra taking about three
minutes. Spectators get to observe a
continual stream of pilots launch, fly and
land right next to where they are seated,
creating a great feeling of involvement
for spectators.
If such an event were to be run in
Australia, it would have to be near an
urban centre to ensure public support,
but apart from that all that's needed is
a hill, a headwind and a place to land.

Basic accuracy event rules:
Landing has to be made on foot.

•

A fall is not allowed.

•

If competitor falls at landing, the
score is 10m. A fall is described

•

•

as any part of the body or equipment
(except the feet or the speedbar)
touching the ground before the wing
does. Anything other than the feet
or speedbar results in the maximum
score of 10m being awarded (not
good). Not even touching ground
with a hand is allowed.
The spot where feet first touch the
ground is measured.
If a competitor lands with both
feet together (first touch cannot
be defined), the most distant point
of footprint is measured.
Score Ocm is achieved by landing
on the 3cm dead centre disk in the
middle of the target.
Landing is measured in cm inside the
measuring field, which is represented
by a 10m radius circle from the 3cm
target in the middle. Up to 16cm is
measured by an electronic device
(1 cm accuracy), with public display
(the same as parachuting accuracy).
If a competitor lands outside the
measuring circle, the score is automatically 10m.
In the case where five or more rounds
are completed, the worst score is
dropped (optional).
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582 Oil Injection
Bracket Defect
Investigation
Kev MacNally, HGfA WM Technical Officer

DETA I LS OF THIS INVESTIGAT ION WERE
PUBLISHED IN THE AUGUST ISSUE OF THIS

• FlyrECAiii
6005 Worldwide #1 fully featured entry model. .... ....... $495.00
60 15G PS GPS in a 6005 - new XC varia coming soon ..... $8xx.OO
6020GPS PG vers, like 6030 but no pitot for ASI .. .. . $1650.00
6030GPS HG version (inc mount) ...... .... ...... .... $1970.00
Wlndwatch windspeed+temp .. . .. . .• .. • ... .. . .. .. .. $190.00
Sonic Mini vario audio only . ... ....... ... .. ........ $270.00
JDCS
121.00
IC41 S inc extra HGFA & Manilla cha nnels . .. ...... .... $399.00
IC400PRO in car, 20 watt (inc extra chs) ... .... ...... $419.00
Head set /
mic .. ...... .... .. .... .... .... . $77.00

MAGAZINE , ALONG WIT H A REQlJEST FOR

Gek0201 1O.OOOpts 3D Irack log. great back up unit. $189 .00
GPSMAP76 1O.OOOpts 3D track log and mopping .... . $269.00
GPSMAP76CSX colour with SD mem-card slot... ... $489 .00

MEMBERS TO SUBMIT DEFECT REPORTS
FORANY SUCH FAILURES THAT THEY HAD

All Garmin models a vailable of discounf

EXPERIENCED.
he investigation was initiated w hen the HGFA received
two Defect Reports f rom a member in Tasman ia, and
the volume of hearsay at the time suggested that these
failures were w idespread.
Since then, the HGFA has received a sum total of three
Defect Reports from a single member in the Ma itland area . To
my knowledge, RAAus have not received any Defect Reports on
this item, and there appears to be one reported case in the US
on a Northwing trike.
I therefore have to conclude that these failures are isolated
cases, and are probably caused by undue vibration on the trikes
concerned. (see article 582 Vibration, Soaring magazine: August
2009) .
This investigation is now concluded and the manufacturers,
both Rotax and Airborne Australia have been informed of the
results.

T

My thanks and appreciation go to those members who t ook
the t rouble to submit the above mentioned Defect Reports.

"'"r'"

Elevation with special LST lens .. .. .. .............. .... $175.00
Evil Eye with special LST lens ...... ........ .... ...... ... $175.00
Optical insert special insert for all models ... .. .. ...... . $66.00
All Adldas models af 30%+ disc fo RRP !

.00

SuperFly GTX the best safety available ............ $385.00
Fly GTX lighter weight version .. ................. .... .. $365.00

Understanding the Sky Dennis Pagan 's all time classic
reference guide to everything you need to know about the
weather - for all sooring pilots ............. . .. .. ...........

$77.00

The Art of Paragliding Pagan 's easy to use classic
reference book for Novice and Intermediate skills .. . .. ..

$99 .00

Thermal Flying

The best ever thermalling and XC texf book
(for PG/HG) by German expert Burkhard Martens. Great diagrams

110.00

Speed to Fly/Security in Flight DBL.. .... .... .. $66 .00
Manilla Sky PG Worlds 2007 (90mins) .............. ... $33.00

Paragliding
Sales - Service - Expert Advice - Tuition

Ph : 02 67 856545
email: skygodfrey@aol.com
www.flymanilla .com
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VALE COLVIN (COL)
E CHURCHES OAM
Rob Moore
- Friend and Colleague

VCC: Col Churches

Adelaide Soaring Club
Treasurer

""""_ _ was to be interested in gliding for
the rest of his life.
My first memories of Col were in 1961
when he was doing a final inspection
of the Adelaide Soaring Club's Grunau
VH-GHM, which was about to be sold
as the club was purchasing a KA6 high
performance glider.
After that day's flying we all met at
a service station on the way home for
a hamburger. This was where I started
to become acquainted with a person
who would become a mentor for much
of my gliding career, for which I am
very thankful. Col was a very disciplined
instructor and I am sure I gave him a hard
time during my training and post solo
exploits where, like most young early
solo pilots, I tried to push the boundaries.
He always responded with humour and
fairness, but you always knew you had
gone that little bit too far; I did get
caught one day and was back on dual
flying for five flights.
Col has left many legacies to our club
and the ones that come to mind are our
formal instructors' panel meetings and
our instructor training . I think Col was the
first instructor to run a formal instructor
theory programme at our club (in 1963).
It was in the instructing area that he has
left a large legacy because many of the
instructors he trained are still involved
and training pupils today to the standard
he instilled in us.
I was lucky enough to serve on the
ASC committee, instructors' panel, SAGA,
and many GFA committees with Col. I also
attend a few National and International
competitions where he was present or
competing. It was in these arenas that
he showed he was a man who lived
according to the principles of integrity,
trust, loyalty, duty and service; words also
used by Don Fraser at Col's funeral.
Following are some of Col's
involvement in gliding over the years. I
was astonished at his commitment and I
think you will be also.
16 Soaring Australia

S years
2 years
15 years
25 years

President
Chief Flying Instructor
Tug pilot
At the Regional level

His club's delegate to the South
Australian Gliding Association
10 years
Area Technical Officer!
Flying Training
10 years
Regional Technical Officerl
Flying Training
1 year
At the National level
With the Gliding Federation of Australia
Col Contributed to 34 annual Council
meetings, and within the GFA held the
positions 0 f:
Regional vice-president for SA!NT 4 years
5 years
GFA secretary
GFA executive vice-president
7 years
3 years
GFA president
In addition to his GFA positions Col's
contributions included:
Committee Member
(Year.)

Convene
(Year.)

'Australian Gliding' Magazine
Committee
30
Finance Committee
14
Policy Advisory Committee
International Teams Organising Committee
Competition Sports Committee
National Gliding School Instructor
13

7
3
4

9
10
3

He also held the following posts:
1 year
GFA Sales Officer
4 years
Troph ies Officer
FAI Awards Officer
2 years
At an International level
For three years Col was the Australian
delegate to the OW now known as the
International Gliding Commission (the
gliding section of the FAI, Paris).
For the two World gliding championships held in Australia, Col was tug master
at Waikerie in 1974 and again a tug pilot

During his 40 years of gliding, Col
logged over 2000 hours gliding, much
of it instructing, with around 1000 hours
power flying, including nearly 7000 aerotows. He was the first pilot in Austral ia
approved for self-launching sailplanes.
As a glider pilot, Col came fourth in
the National Standard Class championships in 1963, and was a member of the
team winning that year's teams' trophy.
In other areas of aviation Col was also
a member of the Sport Aircraft Associat ion of Australia for seven years, on the
committee of the Adelaide branch of the
Royal Aeronautical Society for 15 years
and secretary for eight years. In conjunction with two partners, he built a light
aircraft and then another on his own .
Col received acknowledgement from
his peers for his service when he was
awarded life membership of our Club
in 1973 and life membership of the GFA
in 1986.
In 1983, he was awarded the National
Iggulden Award for administrative service
and in the Australia Day Honours List for
1993, Col was awarded an OAM for his
services to gliding.
Col, the gentleman that he was, has
left the ASC and GFA with a great legacy;
he will be missed, but not forgotten. Our
condolences go to Beryl, Col's wife, and
Janice, his daughter and their families.

-.,...

at Benalla in 1987.
He also served as assistant team
manager at the Worlds in 1976.
In 1961 Col established the first GFA
secretariat, in Adelaide. He also took
an active role in the development and
printing of the first GFA Manuals of
Standard Procedures.
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THE VINTAGE GLIDER CLUB INTERNATIONAL RALLY AT ACHMER
Story and photos by Martin Simons, Courtesy Vintage Times

he airfield at Achmer, a few
ki lometres north of the city of
OsnabrOck in northern Germany,
was a base for Messerschmitt
262 j et-powered fighters in the Second
World War. It was heavily bombed in
1945. Photos show the entire field as it
was afterwards, entirely covered by bomb
craters. On the northern side, where a
forest grows now, there are skull and crossbones' warning notices. There are unexploded bombs there still awaiting excavation .
The hard runways have entirely
gone now and the usable part of the
f ield is all grass. This was the site of the
2009 Vintage Glider Club International
Rally, wh ich ran for 12 days in late July
and early August. I was there for the
whole period, meeti ng many old friends.
Vintage glider pilots are usually elderly
but there is an encouraging influx of
younger people now. To rescue an old
gl ider from a shed and restore it to flying
condition is a cheap way into the sport
for youngsters with little money but
lots of enthusiasm and spare time. The
newcomers are almost all aeromodellers.
A model f lying club uses a field on the
north eastern corner of the Achmer
airfield and there are no aerial conflicts
even when the f ull scale operations are
going on with the models flying nearby.
(I also noticed, on arriva l at the MOnsterl
OsnabrOck international airfield, that
there is a gl iding club on the same base.)
A slightly alarming new development
has been the erection of a group of large
w ind turbines very close to the south side
circuit area . The Achmer pilots have had

T

to learn to keep clear of these 100m-plus
high wh irling vanes. Everywhere in
Germany now wind turbines are in sight
and constitute an increasing hazard for
outlandings.
A total of more than 100 vintage
sailplanes arrived for the rally, w ith
groups from Sweden, Lithuania, Hungary,
Czech Republic and Slovakia, Italy,
Switzerland, France, Holland and England.
(Apologies if I have om itted anyone .) Jeff
Byard and Bob Gaines arrived from the
USA. but without anyth ing to fly.
Apart from the chance to do a little
flying myself, I was especia lly interested
to see the newly completed Reiher III
which has been meticulously built during
the past eight years by a team led by Dr
Harald Kamper. Those who have read the
right books w ill know that the Reiher
was a very special 19m span sailplane,
the prototype first flown in 1937. The
improved Reiher II and III followed in
1938. This was by far the best sailplane
ever put into production in those days.
About a dozen were bui lt but all were
destroyed during t he war.
Some of the original plans survive
but vital structures like the main wing
spar drawings were lost. A dedicated
team of the Wasserkuppe Old TImer
Group re-engineered these missing parts
and a new Reiher was flow n at Achmer
when I was there in 2002. Unfortunately
this example turned out to have serious
balance problems. Excessive quantities
of nose ballast were needed to render it
safe. After a few flights it was relegated
to the Wasserkuppe Museum, where it
reposes now. For some reason the vertical
tail is not quite the right shape. Harald
Kamper's Achmer group decided to
get everything right this time. The new

The Horten IV nearly ready for covering

The magnificent Reiher III

Lake Keepit

Tamworth NSW

The Best in Cross Country
7 day a week operation.
Basic & advanced training.
Intensive or relaxed ... learn at your own pace.
Cross country courses.
Conversion courses for HG and PG pilots.
Winch & Aerotow.
Air<onditioned accommodation, bunkhouse
or camping.
Fly aU year round ...
300 kms in July!

For more information:
Lake Keepit Soaring Clu;;;b~~~__~
Tel: (02) 6769 7514
1000 Km \
Fax: (02) 6769 7640 .
_
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Reiher, perfect in outline and structure,
was built in the large workshop adjacent
to his home. The new Reiher III is entirely
successful. (Harald is an orthopaedic surgeon with special interest in very young
children born with skeletal problems.)
Another exciting development is the
near completion of a new 20m Horten
IV tail-less sailplane. Apart from the lack
of any tail, the most remarkable feature
is that the pilot lies in a semi-kneeling
position in the cockpit, his chin on a
padded support and his hands operating
a bicycle type of handlebar. A cou ple of
these aircraft survived the war and were
flown occasionally, but are no longer
airworthy. The new example is being
finished by Professor Berndt Ewald who
has been working at it, with helpers, for
more years than he cares to recal l. Most
of the work is done now, but the wings
require covering and finishing and the
special metal wing tips are not fitted. The
naked skeleton was displayed at Achmer
for a few hou rs. We hope to see it in the
air at next year's rally, which w ill be in
England. Berndt's hope is that when the
Horten is flying, it will at last be possible
objectively to assess it performance and
handling qualities.
Many other interesting old sailplane
types were at Achmer and some idea of
the variety may be judged from the
photographs. (To learn more about
them, VGA members know where
to look (advertisement)!
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GFA e
FIRST INTERNATIONAL VINTAGE GLIDER
MEETING 'UGO ZAN N IER'
Story and photos by Vincenzo Pedrielli, Court esy Vintage Times

he first international vintage
glider meeting, 'Ugo Zannier',
took place in Rivoli di Osoppo
from 5 to 13 June 2009.
The event was named after Ugo Zannier, fallen during the war in Spain, who
won a gold medal for valour. He was also
a gliding pioneer and f lew from Mt
Cuarnan (1382m) for several hours w ith a
self-bui lt sa ilplane named Friuli.
The meeting was held on the airfield
of the Associazione Volovelistica di Rivoli
di Osoppo (AVRO), which is situated in a
very favourable geographic area offering
excellent gliding conditions.
The airfield is located at the foot of
the Pre-Alps Giulie, near Mt Cuarnan. With
a short tow, the participants enjoyed t he
imposing scenery of Canin and Goglians
massif, which is ideal for thermal lift.
Pilots from Switzerland, Germany,
France and Italy attended this first international vintage glider meeting, some of
the driving over 12 hours with their t railer
and sa ilplane to reach the venue.
It was a long journey, but worth it,
both for the unique flying conditions of
Rivoli di Osoppo and also for the warm
welcome and hospitality of the people
of club AVRO.

T

U90 Zannier in his Fruili

Mosweylll

Kranich 11

Photos: Vincenzo Pedrielli
Fauconet

Twelve sa ilplanes flew at this meeting,
of which two two-seaters were offered to
many visitors for the possibi lity of flying
and adm iring the
beauty of the region .
The weather was
not excellent and
we could fly only
four days of the
total eight days of
the meeting. Luckily,
t he initiative of the
people of Club AVRO
provided interesting
alternatives to f lying,
which satisfied all
participants
Phot os of
the event can be
viewed at r [www.
vincenzopedrielli .itl].
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WOMEN'S GLIDING
AUSTRALIA

'A (Not-50) Typical
Flight' or 'A Shocking
Experience'
Sue Martin - Reprinted from Women in Gliding website [http://2009.gfa.org.au/
index.php ?option=com_content&task=view&id=589&ltemid=219)

THIS FLIGHT OCCURRED DURING THE BENALLA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS IN ABOUT 1980.
I' VE MISLAID MY LOGBOOK ( HOW CAN ANY PILOT DO THAT?), SO SOME OF THE SURROUNDING
DETAIL IS HAZY.

I

was flying my dad's lS-3, while Bob flew
the Ventus A. I found the Ventus to be
a great machine for cross-country work,
record attempts, etc, but with my long
legs pushing my torso to the very back
of the cockpit, I found the visibility too
restricted fo r competition work. The
lS-3, with its long sweeping canopy, and
relaxed lazy-boy type seating, was far
better attuned to my needs.
The task on this particular day was
a 340km triang le, Benalla-Jeri lderieDenil iquin-Benalla. Weather forecast was
for thermals, starting blue, with cumulus
forming later, and the possibility of a
cu-nim in the mid-afternoon. I breathed
a sigh of relief at the task, as the previous
week had been fraught with tasks into
the mountain ra nges to the east of
Benalla. It seemed that the poorer the
conditions, the deeper into the hi lls
we went. The locals relished it, but the
flat-earthers among us had spent hours
with sweaty palms, knocking knees, and
screaming nerves grovelling in valleys. If
we caught a rough, broken thermal we
had a tendency to stick with it too long
- anything to get us a little higher over
the t rees and rocky outcrops.
You'll gather from all the above
that I was a pilot of delicate sensibilities
- in short, a coward . You'd be correct.
Anyway, the day started like all the
rest - jockeying for posit ion around the
start area, waiting for conditions to
strengthen, leaving when a few early
birds had obligingly marked t he first
couple of thermals, and I was on track to
Jerilderie, a bit over 130km to the north.
Crossing the Murray River that year was
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always a nu isance, as there seemed to be
a much larger area of flood plain under
water than usual. North of the river, thermals improved, and I was making good
speed. Judging by the rad io chatter, and
the occasional gl impse of a familiar sailplane, I was keeping up with the top boys.
As we flew further north the cumulus
dried up and we were fly ing in blue conditions. Sitting ove r Jerilderie, however,
and stretching rough ly east-west as far
as we could see was a wall of cumulus,
starting to tower in parts. In to the turnpoint, take the photo, turn west, all at
high speed . The air was one massive updraught, and any attempt to slow down
would have found me in cloud very quickly.
Deniliquin sits west-south-west of
Jerilderie, and it soon became apparent
that the cloud was moving slowly south .
This meant that just by staying under the
leading edge in just the right amount of
lift to fly at maximum rough and not get
into the white stuff; I was being taken
directly to the second turn - look mum,
no hands!
It was a delight to hear the rad io messages. The less experienced pilots were
almost screaming with excitement; while
the pundits were trying to shut them
up. Every transmission was accompanied
by the squeals, whistles and beeps of
assorted varios. To the north, occasional
lightning showed under the cloud.
About 20km short of the second
turn, I became aware of a change in
the atmosphere. My skin was prickling,
and it seemed almost as if the air was
'sing ing'; I can only describe it as a soft
but high-pitched resonant sound all

around. Something on my left caught the
corner of my eye, and I turned to see a
golden, glowing ball on my left wingtip.
As I watched, it started to roll a long the
top of the leading edge towards me .
Task forgotten, I sat, awestruck, as it
approached. When it reached the wing
junction, the ball, about eight inches
in diameter, rolled across the front
of the canopy, inches from my nose,
onto the right wing, and continued its
steady progress to the right wingtip and
disappeared from my view.
That was it. I mean, that was absolutely it for me, that day. I tried to gather
my wits, discovered that I had to head
north under the cloud to the t urnpoint
- by now, that area was looking very
dark and forbidding - and I realised that
I was no longer in contact with any lift.
Gathering what little remained of my
tattered courage and still fewer ideas,
I flew in heavy sink to the turn among
occasional lightning flashes, took my
photo a nd flew south, hoping to find lift
once again at the leading edge.
There was none; perhaps I was now
too low to. make contact - however, I
was not sorry to be once more out in
clear air. By this t ime, I could see groups
of sailplanes overhead, starting on final
glide to Benalla. I found a few more
desultory-bits of lift, but my heart wasn't
in it anymore, and eventually I outlanded
about 10krn short of the finish line. I
think I was third last for the day. Reaction
had set in and my limbs fe lt like rubber
when I crawled out of the cockpit.
When I returned to base I sought
out Wally Wall ington, the met man, and
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described my golden ball . His response
was that I should consider myself extremely privileged, as he believed it to be St
Elmo's f ire, or ball lightning. He said that
very few people had ever enjoyed such a
close encounter, and lived to tell the tale.
Certainly, although that fl ight took
me out of any contention in the comps, I
remember it much better than any of my
w ins. A memory of sheer terror, combined
with wonder at seeing pure elemental
beauty in close-up. What was the last line
of that poem? "Reached out my hand and
touched the face of God." I guess that's
as good a description as any.

THE AUTHOR

A 1968 photo of Sue and Bob Martin with
daughter Julie

Sue Martin was born in England in 1945
and migrated with her parents and big
brother to Austral ia six years later.
She and her father started gliding
at Gawler near Adelaide when Sue was
16; took part in her first Nationals in
December 1964, (flying a K7 in Open Class
with her father, and didn 't do badly). In
1966 Sue left her office job and, with
Bob Martin, started the summer gl iding
courses at Waikerie (the first commercial
gliding operation in Australia). She
married Bob in 1967, and they continued
to fly competitions, apart from a couple
of years off when daughter Julie came
along in 1968. Sue won the Nationals in
standard class in 1970-71, flying an Open
Libelle with f laps f ixed, beating Ingo
Renner and Helmut Reichmann, who was
currently World champion!

HAPPENED RECENTLY ON AN AIRFIELD
Martin Feeg
Not too long ago a Cessna fatally collided with a glider while
both aircraft were preparing to land.
Close shave? Too close. Why did it happen? Can a similar
accident be avoided? Both pilots had radio contact and
knew of the other one. Yet the Cessna managed to get
behind and above the glider or the glider in front and
underneath. And while descending, slowly but surely the
longitudinal separation reduced until impact. While both
aircraft had been on final they had been in the blind spot of
one another.
Obviously collision avoidance equipment such as FLARM would have prevented the
fatal. Was there at any point in time a chance to break the chain of unfavourable
circumstance? We can only make assumptions since the wreckage won't tell us, nor any
recording devices.
So please allow me to voice some pointers. When you are in the circuit try to get other
aircraft visual as soon as possible and ensure you keep them visual as long as possible.
Establish that you are visual to the other. Establish if one of you, or both, can make
flight path adjustments so as to positively maintain separation. Have a bar discussion
about the last question - having thought it through before you need to act, will help
you pull through the situation better. And never, ever, assume the other will take care.
Lastly, just because it was a power-glider collision, does not mean it could as well have
been a glider-glider.
Safe soaring and keep your eyes peeled.

Her record-flying started about then.
She eventually broke six World records:
goal and return, 100km triangle, 300km,
and 500km (a couple of them twice).
Sue flew in internationa l competitions
in Poland twice in the 1970s; the first time
f inishing second overall. The Poles were
very strong on single type comps, so she
flew a borrowed Pirat the f irst t ime, and
a Cobra on the second trip. Having no
experience in either sailplane prior to the
comps put Sue rather behind the eightball. She flew in Hungary in 1979 in a
borrowed ASW20.
During the mid-70s to mid-80s, Maurie
Bradney, Bob and Sue formed the fulltime staff of the Waikerie Gliding Club.
Between them they instructed, towed, ran
the office, did ma intenance and repa irs
(Bob's domain), and manned the club bar
at night.
Bob and Sue sold up in 1985 and
moved to Na irne, near Mt Barker, where
they still live. They have been out of
gliding ever since. Ask Sue if she misses
it and the answer is: "Yes, it's like a

constant toothache. I'm still hoping
to get back some day soon. ..
~

TOCUMWAL

Go Gliding with the friendly
team
SportAviation Tocumwal
Operates 7 days a week
World renowned X-Country conditions
4 times World Champion
Ingo Renner avaDable for
X-Cotmtry training
Basic Ab-lnItio to advanced training
Standard & Racing Class
AIrcraft. for hire

(03) 58 742 734
Flying@SportAvtation.com.au

www.SportAviation.com
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THE BUDAPEST BOYS
Courtesy of Cross Country magazine

BOB DRURY MEETS GABOR KfZI AND rAL TAKATS TO TALK ABOUT
LIFE, ACRO AND THEIR NEW FILM ADRENALINE AND TURBULENCE

I

f you haven't come across the names
Gabor Kezi (27) and Pal Takats (23) then
you clearly haven't been reading the
acro news of Cross Country magazine
or any other. From humble beginnings
the duo have gone from the hillsides of
eastern Europe to international podiums
in paragl iding acrobatics in both syncro
and solo. Together they took silver at the
recent World Air Games in syncro.
Arriving through non-Latin channels
- itself almost an anomaly in th is day and
age - acro's two young pretenders grew
up in Hungary's capital, Budapest, where
they both discovered paragliding around
eight years ago.
Pal was still a schoolboy, stumbling
through an education that was equally
struggling to accommodate him . With
his striking bush of dark wiry hair, gangly
physique and wild, excitable eyes, Pal
could nothing to win the schoolteachers'
affection. "I was exactly the type of kid,
who had a pretty good brain, but hated
sitting still. Teachers didn't know how to
handle me and gave me hard time, even
when I did nothing wrong!"
The signs of a champion were already
there though, had the teachers only been
able to see them. "I was actually talented
in everything I tried. I was national fenc22 Soaring Australia

ing champion. I was doing it pretty seriously but stopped for some reason. I even
had a couple of years playing a computer
game quite seriously. I won the National
championship and got out to the 'Olympics'
of PC games, the World Cyber Games
in South Korea, where of course I was
beaten really badly."
With a love for adventure sports Pal
was already rock climbing, hiking and
caving regularly in Hungary when he
discovered paragliding. "I saw these little
points flying above this mountain. I didn't
know anything about paragliding, but I
knew I had to do it" he says, admitting
that, like many of us, it was love at first
sight with paragliding .
He sought out those dots and was
soon flying with them, escaping the trappings of the more normal life his parents
would have preferred him to have. "When
I was 16 and had completed my paragliding beginner course, the {education] situation got worse. My high school was right
on the top of a hill in Budapest and I had
a perfect view of the closest flying site
from my classroom. " Unsurprisingly, Pal,
was soon skipping classes to pursue his
real education in the sky.
"After high school I tried to get into
university to study geography. but the

level was pretty high and I was turned
down twice. I realise now that had I gone,
I'd just be finishing uni now and would
never have had the experiences and adventures I've had over the last five years.
Those years have taught me much more
about life than any school could have."
Gabor, four years Pal's senior, also
found himself struggling through the
halls of Hungary's education system . " I
started my economics studies at univerSity
at the same time that I started flying" he
tells us. "I soon realised that most of my
time and thoughts were spent on flying
and not on my exams."
Out flying as much as he could Gabor
soon realised where his true fly ing tastes
lay. "I alway.s loved playing with my
glider. When I flew cross country I was
always sad to be losing time that I could
have used to practice wingovers in front
of the mountain. It was a hard decision,
but I quit {school] and started aero
competitions instead. "
Gabor's background was in ballroom
dancing, "rhythm and body control
were alway.s very important for me"
and choreographing complex sequences
came naturally to him . Soon the pair
were practising together, studying every
manoeuvre in the Rodriguez's videos to
learn how to do them. In Hungary there
was little information on acro and no
one to teach the pair. So, with school out
the way for both of them, the obvious
next move was a road trip west in search
of their heroes. The Budapest boys hit
the road and headed to the legendary
Organya in Spain, the secret home
train ing site of the Kings of Aero, the
Rodriguez brothers and their SAT team.
Gabor and Pal's easy going approach too
life and undeniable raw talent meant
they were soon accepted and learning
from the masters themselves.
It's every young pilots' dream, travelling the world in search of adventure,
living out the back of a car, tumbling
from adventure to adventure in pursuit
of your dream of becoming a professional
paragl iding acro pilot. You want to be
a brilliant acro pilot yourself? Just "quit
your job, leave your girlfriend, take a
beginner courses in aero and a couple
in SIll, get an aero harness with double
reserves, a good freestlyle wing, learn
Spanish and move to a very small town
deep in the Pyrenees to train for four
or five complete summers." is Pal's
advice . Gabor agrees. "It takes a lot of
motivation, a good instructor, and you
have to practice as much as you can. "
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By 2005 the pair were ready for their
first competition and entered the Red Bu ll
Vertigo in Switzerland, which gave them the
result and impetus to really focus on their
dream: to become professional acro pilots.
Over those summers in Organya,
the pair formed the most intense of
bonds, one that was to stand them in
good stead when it came to the syncro
sequences they were to become so good
at. Inevitably, the students started to
challenge the masters themselves and
in 2006 they placed fourth in the Red
Bull Vertigo's syncro comp, with Pal also
taking a respectable seventh in the solo.
Keen to pass on all they had learnt
and to add further momentum to
the already growing aero scene, Pal
started justaero.com, the first Internet
based news and information portal for
the sport. With the swell in masses of
what had previously been a relatively
underground acro scene, Justaero.com
soon became a hit. Still edited by Pal
himself, the website carries not only the
news of events and comps from around
the world, but has all the information
you need to learn just about every acro
manoeuvre, in ten languages! Video and
an active forum round off what is now
the largest aero website in the world with
over 3000 registered users.
Around this time the boys met Andras
Kollman, a pilot and film producer from
Budapest who had a dream of making
a paragliding film, but one with a difference . He wasn't looking to produce
another Pepsi Max fuelled f ilm of tumbling paragliders set to loud rock music,
instead Andras wanted to portray a more
human story, one that spoke of perseverance and belief in dreams, in Gabor and
Pal he found two perfect subjects. Over a
two year period Andras followed the pair
as they toured the European aero scene.
By 2007 Pal and Gabor were widely
recognised as the new force to be reckoned with and even the Rodriguez brothers
were getting worried, and they had good
cause. At the FAI Paragliding Acrobatic
World Championships that year Pal stunned
the judges with such an amazing solo
display that they had no choice but to
award him the gold medal. Together with
Gabor, the Justacro.com team took the
silver just beh ind the Rodriguez brothers .
Pal was also crowned Hungarian 'pilot of
the year' by his fellow countrymen .
The Justacro.com team were now
established as two of the best aero pilots
November 2009

in the world and were now living the
dream life as professional aero pilots
travelling from comp to comp and performing for awestruck audiences around
the world .
To Gabor, who states his ambition in
life is just "to make people happy" display
flying comes naturally. "When you're
burning altitude during an acro show. it's

an amazing feeling when you suddenly
hear the sound of the crowd below." he
explains. "Sometimes if you make a really
nice stunt it's even stronger. You know
that in this moment all those people are
clapping and shouting only for you and
you're happy that they like the show.
H

For Pal, there's an up side and a
down. "Just being free, flying all year

long with friends, travelling, meeting tons
of great people all around the world and
getting to know so many diverse countries, cultures and languages. Basically
it's most people's dream. " But there's no
money in it . "We're not able to save any
money, but just 'float'. Unfortunately, right

now. there is no opportunity to build a
future, but we are working hard at... "
With the advent of the Infinite
Tumble some cynics are suggesting
that the sport now has nowhere to go.
"Good question!" th inks Pal, "I think it's

definitely sure that there are still some
undiscovered connectionsicombinations,
but not individual tricks. To create a
brand new figure we maybe have to wait
for the gliders to develop. I also have an
idea, but till now I don't have the balls to
try it out."
Gabor is in agreement but adds, "First
of all aero needs more media attention.
With a stronger supporter base pilots
could continue working and developing
new ideas in respect of wings, manoeuvres and choreographed connections. "
One step they both hope will help is
Andras' film about them, Adrenaline and
Turbulence . After two years hard work it
is finally on sale. "It's a unique film, which

looks deep into the acro scene, presenting
and interviewing many of the world's top
pilots as they have never seen before"
is Pal's take on it. "It's also the story of
two young, motivated pilots from a flat
country, who decide to give up their lives
and make their dreams come true.
H

Adrenaline and Turbulence is out
now on [www.xcshop.coml and at all
...."
good retailers.

Editor's Note: Adrenaline and Turbulence
won the top prize, the Icare D'Or. at the
St Hilaire film festival this year.

GFA SEMINAR 2009
- Sydney 11 to 13 September
Dave Boulter - President NSWG

~

ot of people visiting Sydney do not necessarily get out to Sydney's western suburbs. This year, the GFA seminar was
not held around the city or airport
areas. Bankstown is truly a multi-cultural
part of Sydney and attendees from interstate were treated to sights and f lavours
of the mix of Vietnamese and Middle
Eastern cu ltures. The Brea kfree Internationa l Hotel w as a good venue for the
meetings that were held Friday through
to Sunday by various GFA groups, the
GFA Board and of course the seminar
and awards dinner on Saturday even ing.
We had a good display from various
compan ies showing their products to the
assembled members. New Zea land was
represented by Jill McCaw who publishes
SoaringNZ as well as being a keen
photographer, with her husband John,
producing some fantastic gl iding photos
for sale.
The agenda for the day was well
publ ished so I w ill not bore you with a
detailed description of the proceedings.
If you like cross-country flying and like
technology in glid ing then Saturday, 12
September at Bankstown was the place
to be. To enable the meeting to be as
relevant as possible to the aud ience, NSW
Gliding ran a survey a few months earlier
to see what members wanted from the
seminar. The topics that came out clearly
from the survey were well represented.
A mixture of competition, crosscountry and long distance flying was
presented . Bruce Taylor presented on the
'Feel' that is needed, from his perspective
to fly better cross-country. Bernard Eckey
spoke about the psychology of gliding
and what goes through a pilot's mind at
various times in flying good cross-country.
Bernard was joined by Bruce Taylor,
Ingo Renner and James Cooper w ith the
audience asking questions of this panel,
aptly managed by Terry Cub ley.
This was interspersed with impressive
presentations on research into cockpit
escapes being done in Melbourne and
the latest developments in Blipmaps
and SPOT. Club development in WA was
presented by James Cooper.
The various presentations were video
taped and need to be transferred t o
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A section of the display

Some of the seminar participants
Photos: Martin Feeg

digital form for further viewing (with the
presenters' perm ission) in the future.
At the breaks, attendees had the
opportunity to look through the displays,
play Condor on a high-end graphics computer with IR headset (kindly provided by
Richard Frawley) or j ust catch up w ith
friends they have not seen for a long t ime.
In t he evening the GFA awards' dinner
was held in the restaurant. Our keynote
speaker for that evening was to have been
Bill Moyes. Bill, unfortunately, had a
death in the fami ly and had to fly off at
short notice t o Europe. Our thoughts are
with Bill at this time of loss to his
family. Jill McCaw presented on 'Youth
Development in New Zealand', providing
some great insights into how our
neighbours are bringing young people
into the sport. Terry Cubley also kind ly
helped out at short notice by providing
us with a view of what it is like to
participate in the Barron Hilton Cup.
Unfortunately, the Hilton Cup is finished
and it was sad to think that this is the
last time we hear from an Austral ian
representing us and attending such a
magnificent event.
There were many awards that night:

- Terry Cubley
Certificate of Merit, "As Executive
Officer" - John Welsh

FAl AWARD
Air Sport Medal - Rob Moore
Personally, some highlights for me were:
Getting to speak with Ingo Renner
before the event. It gave me ting les to
think of speaking with a man who has
won world gl iding t itles more than once.
Having chats with Bernard Eckey,
Bruce Taylor and James Cooper leading
up to the event
As a Rugby nut, being able to have
dinner w ith Jill McCaw is the next best
thing to talking with the world's best
openside flanker.
It would be amiss to not recognise
the huge logistics efforts needed to make
a show like this happen. I am indebted
to Marcia Cavanagh, Maurice Little, Ian
Grant, Richard Frawley, Beryl Hartley and
the rest of the NSW Gliding team for helping through all of this. I wish Queensland
all the best with next year's and know
that planning will already be underway.

GFA AWARDS
Life Membership - Roger Druce
JR (Bob) Muller Award, "Outstanding
contribution to promotion of gliding
in Australia - Anne Elliott
Wally Wallington Award, "Sporting
achievement" - Roger Druce
The Hoinvi/le Award, "National or
International contribution to gliding "
- Bob Foreman
Martin Warner Trophy- the "Greatest
gain of height" - Geoff Vincent
Wally Woods Trophy- the " Greatest
cross-country distance " - David Jansen
Bob Irvine Trophy- the " Greatest
handicapped cross-country distance "

Wally Wallington Award, for "Sporting achievement '"
and life membership of GFA - Roger Druce (pictured
with GFA president Oaryl Connell): "Roger Druce,

through his attitude and efforts has contributed to
both the airworthiness of gliders in Australia allowing
a service life beyond 3000 hours and enhanced the
skill of pilots all over the country. He has served GFA
members nationally and locally his entire gliding
career and is more than worthy of GFA's most
prestigious award."
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Martin Warner Trophy. the "Greatest gain of height"
(2240Oft) - Geoff Vincent: "The Victorian western district met data on 19 August 2008. looked promising
with a fresh westerly wind, increasing wind speed with
height and a small inversion just above ridge height.
A short (three minute to release) aerotow from Ararat
Airfield put the PIK 20B into the quaternary wave just
four kilometres upwind of the airfield, releasing at
3600ft QNH, or 2600ft AGl. It was easy progress via
the tertiary and secondary systems before making the
upwjnd jump to the primary, arriving just below 9000ft.
The primary delivered a steady climb to 2600Oft, further progress limited by a SOOOft thick band of 8/8
cirrus. But for the cloud the two to three knot climb
would probably have been taken to well over 30K.
A gain of height of 22400ft on another typical August
wave day in the Grampians! "

Wally Woods Trophy, the "Greatest cross-country distance" (1118km) - David Jansen: "A magnificent
flight in an ASG29 from Benalla (Victoria) to Warwick
(Queensland) on 15 December. 2008. Looking forward
to longer. and more, flights this coming season."

AWARD

BASIS

RECIPIENT

JR (Bob) Muller Award
Wally Wallington Award
Hoinville Award
Martin Warner Trophy
Wally Woods Trophy
Bob Irvine Trophy
life Membership
Certificate of Merit

Outstanding contribution to promotion of gliding in Australia
Sporting achievement
National or International contribution to gliding generally
Greatest gain of height
Greatest XlC distance
Greatest handicapped XlC distance

Anne Elliott
Roger Druce
Bob Foreman
Geoff Vincent (22,OOOft)
David Jansen (1 118km)
Terry Cub ley (1036km)
Roger Druce
John Welsh

As Executive Officer

Bob Irvine Trophy, the "Greatest handicapped crosscountry distance (1036km) - Terry Cubley: "A memorable FAI triangle flight of 1036km - GawlerKanyakaReddiffs-Gawler - in his LS3 on 30 January 2009.
A nice day with cumulus to 12000ft; a little late
leaving but the day just lasted long enough. Over
flew a lot of scrub for the second leg but gliding dubhopped on the way home."

FAI Air Sport Medal - Rob Moore, GFA life member:
"Only the fifth glider pilot in Australia to be so
honoured by the FAI."

JR (Bob) Muller Award, for "Outstanding contribution to
promotion of gliding in Australia - Anne Elliott (GFA subeditor of Soaring Australia): "Deeply honoured and humbled
as well as being proud that her name will appear alongside
the many prominent people and organisations in the
gliding community who have been recipients of the award
over the years since its inception."

Certificate of Merit - John Welsh, GFA Executive Officer:
"Touched by the Executive'Saward; it was unexpected
but greatly appreciated."

GFA Sub-editor's note: Bob Foreman, winner of the Hoinville Award for 'National or
International contribution to gliding generally', could not be contacted for a comment
or a photograph
November 2009
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GFA Life Membership Awarded
to Roger Druce
ROGER DRUCE HAD HIS FIRST GLIDER FL IGHT IN 1963, JOINED THE GFA IN 1968 AND HAS BEEN
SERVING THE GFA IND IRECTLY SINCE THE 1980S.

oger and Edwin Grech Cumbo through
the VSA organised the re-i ntroduction
of technical training for GfA members
nd continue to do so to this day.
GfA members from all over Australia
have ventured to Bacchus Marsh to undergo basic airworth iness training provided
by Roger and the team of technical
officers. These courses cover basic component replacement to major repairs covering all materials used in vintage and
modern gliders.
Roger, a quiet achiever, has served the
GFA at a national level, for over 30 years.
He is a wa lking encyclopaedia of technical
knowledge; he does not hesitate to share

GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA INC
Airworthiness Inspection

FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE

o
o

o

A Form 2 inspection is du •. 5160" paym.nt
is enclosed
Th. ( of A requires renew. I. $41' p.yment
is . ndosed and the existing ( of A document
is returned

Initial registration package is required.
5390' paym.nt is endosed
, Fm indud. GST

Payment method:

o

Chequ.
0 (r.dit card 0 Dir.ct D.posit
For internet payments. deposit into:
SSS: 013·442 Account No: 304729562

o
o

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST
Please send me a transfer of ownership document

Pl......nd m•• chang. of r09ist.red

operator document
Aircraft Type ...............................................................................
R09istr.tion marks VH - ...........................................................

Address to which documents are to be sent is:
Narne .........................................................................................

Address ..................................................................................... .
Stat•......................................................Postcod• .......................
Forward to: GFA Airworthiness 5eaetary,
L.veI 1134 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Email: <AirworthinessOsec.gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9303 7960
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his wisdom w ith members free of charge,
and giving his time freely to warrant a
high qual ity outcome to those who seek
his advice.
Roger, as a CASA professional
engineer, and as a GfA inspector, has
assisted and supported GFA members
all around Australia . His name is also
widely known amongst amateur builders;
his support and wisdom has been given
freely to sport aircraft builders and the
gl iding fraternity as a whole.
Recently Roger has devoted much
time and effort to managing the local,
State and Federal politics involved with
ma intaining unrestricted glid ing activit ies
at Bacchus Marsh airfield . In his capacity
as cha irman of Bacchus Marsh Aerodrome
Management Inc Roger has been providing information to many clubs over

Australia regarding their legal rights
and processes with airfield management
liaising w ith loca l counci ls and various
government bodies.
He has spent many years representing
clubs with the Australian Sports Foundation and Vicsport, investigating ways
to helping fund gliding programs from
government grants. These include airfield
upgrades, equipment replacement and
fleet replacements.
Roger, over the past years, has been a
huge philanthropist for the junior gliding
movement and various clubs around the
country, also donating the use of his Duo
Discus XT to JoeyGlide.
He is a worthy recipient of GFA life
membership.
Congratulations Roger.

EIGHTY YEARS
IN GLIDING
Louise O'Grady
This year, 2009, the Gliding Club of
Victoria is celebrating 80 years in gl iding.
In order to commemorate this occasion
we are organising a grand event, to be
held on Saturday, 12 December, in the
Club's tug hangar on Benalla Airfield
starting at 8:00pm .
The theme will be 1930s and 19405,
so come dressed in the fashion of the
day or perhaps f ind one of granddad's or
grandma'S old un iforms; maybe grandma
was a hostie in those days. Fancy dress
is not essential but will add to flavour of
the celebration. A 12-piece band will be
playing music from the 1930s through
to current tastes so make sure you bring
your dancing shoes! The cost is $35 a
head if you book in advance and S40 if
you turn up on the night.

food will be avai lable for an additional cost and a bar w ill be available to
quench your thirst after all that dancing.
An auction of an out-of-spec (not
one with bent tips) authentic Pawnee
propeller will be held. Although it can't
be used on GCV's Pawnees any more it
is a good specimen for mounting in your
home or office. A unique opportun ity for
an aviation enthusiast.
The local aviation museum will also
be open during the day with many flying
and non-f lying displays to amuse.
Bookings are essentia l as we are
limited to numbers, so call Rhonda at the
GCV office on 03 5762 1058 or email
<gliding@benalla.net.au>. Place this day
in your diaries and help us make it an
event to remember.
..."
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AWPA Soaring Scholarship
Australian Women Pilots' Association

Morgan Sandercock Takes
Out GFA Cover Photo Award

awards a Soaring Scholarsh ip sponsored

Each month the GFA shares alternate

by AWPA each year valued at $500 on

magazine releases with the HGFA

a $ for $ basis to assist a sailplane pilot

for cover photo. Every month that

to enhance cross-country skills providing

a GFA member gets their picture

funds to cover retrieval costs.

selected, the photographer receives

Applicants must be a permanent

a small reward t o cover expenses and

resident of Austral ia, hold a Silver C

as encouragement. At the end of the

badge and a current Glider Medical Certi-

year one cover is selected as the best

ficatelDeciaration. AWPA membership is

for that period and announced at

not a requirement and the scholarship

the GFA AGM dinner accompanied

is open to female and male pilots. The

by a further monetary reward.

closing date for entry is 5pm on 28

The 2008109 period has been
won by Morgan Sandercock. His

February annually.
For your application contact co-ord i-

photo appea red on the cover

nator Michelle Lappin, ' Pinevale', 575 Old

of the January 2009 edition and

Melbourne Road, Traralgon, Victoria 3844.

showed a Discus 2B and a tug,

Phone 03 5174 1661 or 0407 839 238;

the latter piloted by Arnie Hartley,

email <aerialextras@gipps.net.au>.

flying over the Narromine area
during Narromine Cup Week.

AWPA Gliding Award

Well done Morgan!

Australian Women Pilots' Association
presents a Gliding Award annually for a
most meritorious flight carried out during

OPEN CLASS

the previous year, or an outstanding con-

Fint three placings f rom
1 Gerrit Kurstjens VW
2 Robert Hart
AW
3 Tony Tabart
XV

tribution to the advancement of gliding
in Australia and consists of a trophy and
personal memento (Albatross). Membership of AWPA membership is not a requirement. Closing date 28 February annually.
Should you wish to nominate a person
for this award please contact Michelle
Lappin, phone 0351741661 or 0407
839238, writelemail to M Lappin at the
above address, or google AWPA website.

Jimbour Wines Queensland State
Gliding Championships

individuals, led by Bruce Stephenson
six entries
Nimbus 4T 995 3994
Nimbus 2c
3432
Nimbus 4DM 3181

STANDARD CLASS

3
4

lisa Trotter

NL

Andrew Maddocks GG
Mike Maddocks TC
Dave Shorter
OS

3749
3630

ASW28
Discus 2

3427
3379

A BADGE

Olympics 2012

ClUB ClASS
First five placings from 10 entries
1 Craig Collings
EAT ASW19
2 Paul Mander
AK
Std Libelle
3 Phil Southgate
GOP Cirrus B
4 Brian Allerby
CP
Std
5 Craig Tuit
CP
Std libelle

petition in association with the 2012
There was to have been a soaring

3721
3717
3492
3299
3046

8UBKE, Dennis Thomas11528
GENTILE, John Robert 11533
CANDLER, Laura
11534
HOLl, David S.
11538
COx, Jack Stuart
11542

Boonah GC
Southern Cross GC
Byron Bay GC
Southern Cross GC
Adelaide SC

B BADGE

GARNER, Stephen 1.

11474

Southern Cross GC

pilots would fly identical gliders and

B & C BADGE

the German Meise design was selected

Bubke, Dennis Thomas 11528

Boonah GC

for this. All preparations were made,
including renaming the Meise as the

C BADGE
ROBERTS, Shane David 11489

Olympia and worldwide distribution of

A, B & C BADGE

the plans. Many of this famous type were

HOFMAN, David C.
11529
FRISWELL, Neil
11530
HOPPER, Norman Rhys 11531
VICKERS, Ian Russell 11532
SPENCER, Kerry Julian 11535
RICHARDS, Peter W 11536
DOUGLAS, Ian Norman 11537
CARR, Christopher W 11540
WARDLE, Roderick W 11541

Olympics in 1940. The idea was that all

built in Germany, England, Sweden and
even a couple in Australia, but the 1940
Games were cancelled because of the
war. The idea now is to gather together

3722
3643
3551
3455
3108

FAI NEWS

OVERSEAS NEWS

London Olympic Games.

First five placings from 10 entri es
1 John Buchanan BB
ASG 29
2 Bruce Taylor
KT
Ventus 2CX
3 Tom Claffey
TK
ASG 29
4 Hank Kauffmann HK
ASG 29
5 Chris Wooley
CX
Ventus

•••• ••••• •••• •
FAI Claims to 30 September 2009

1 SM CLASS

IBM CLASS

talktalk.net> .

• • • • • • • • • • • • ••

There is a project to stage a special com-

3972
3476
3445
3327

Olympics plans which, sadly, came to
nothing. Bruce is Committee Secretary
and may be contacted at <Stephenson@

LS8
LS8

26 September to 3 October 2009
Hosted by the Darling Downs Soaring Club
Fint four placings f rom eight entries
1 Peter Trotter
IIC
ASW20
2 Geoff Brown
HC
ASW20
3 Jenny Thompson JT
ASW27
4 Peter Bell
LS3a ZR

tracing the entire history of the Gliding

of the International Vintage Glider Club

Fint fou r placings from eight entries
1
2

who is currently writing a new book

as many as possible of the surviving
Olympias and hold a contest for them
in England in 2012. There were eight
airworthy Olympias at Achmer and it is
certain many more can be found in the

Darling Downs GC
Bathurst SC
Bendigo GC
Alice Springs GC
Canberra GC
Byron Bay GC
Darling Downs SC
Mt. Beauty GC
Kingaroy GC
Warwick GC

SI LVER C

CARR, Christopher

4712

Lake Keepit GC

next two years. This project is, so far,
only an idea in the minds of a few keen
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Same HGFA Budget but Lower Fees
John Selby

A flNANClAl ARRANGEMENT THAT SATISFIES BOTH SIDES OF THE FENCE
hen Chris Fogg declared his view
on financial assistance for lit igation in a recent ema il, he prodded
me into an idea that may redress
the destructive situation that the HGFA
is currently in . It will reduce the fees payable to the HGFA by the pilots without
reducing the HGFA's budget.
What made the penny drop, was that
Chris said to me that legal fees for site
development and maintenance should
be borne by the clubs by raising money
from their members. Despite my
reservations about this statement, I took
the thought a lot furthe r. Stay with me,
you will get the drift by the t ime I have
finished with this.
At present, we have two income
streams for the local clubs:

W

•

the club fees forked out by the
pilots and
a part of the annual membership fees
to the HGFA, also forked out by the
pilots, which is partly distributed to
the State Associations (or SARSIGs if
you like), which, in turn, pass it on to
the clubs for their various projects.

Why do we need these two channels
for the money flow ing from the pilots to
the clubs? This is inefficient and expensive.

THE CHANNEl
TO ABOLISH
What I am going to tell you here is accurate for NSW, but may also be true, perhaps to a lesser extent, for other States.
At the 2007 AGM of the NSW State
Association, we had a raging argument

over the abolition of the State Associations.
The only, but very forceful argument to
keep the State Associations was that the
State of NSW (is this so in other States?)
would only give our sports a grant of
$10000 per year, if we had a State body.
In short, the State Association of NSW
is justifying its existence with the annual
$10000 from the government and
noth ing else .
What does th is tell us? It means that
we should keep the Association to receive
and distribute to the clubs the S10000
a year. On the other hand, that merrygo-round of the money flowing from
the pilot to the HGFA, then to the State
Association and then to the club is unnecessary. All we need is the money-flow
from the pilot to the club to further the
objectives of the club. Undoubtedly, this
flow will be heavier than at present. But
how much heavier?
The good news will be that the HGFA
would not have to give the State Associations any more grants to feed the clubs.
Say, for argument's sake, if the HGFA has
paid the NSW State Association $35000
pa to assist the cI ubs in the past, these
$35000 could now be used to reduce
the HGFA membership fees . How many
financial members are we in NSW? 700
or 800?

COU NTE R- ARG U ME NTS
What if the increase in club fee
amounts to more tha" the decrease
i" HGFAfees?

Explorer LD
Why compromise?
Locally made, supported
and priced.
Improvements for safety,
comfort and simplicity.
30 Soaring Australia

A range of options for
your budget and needs.
Open up new fly ing
opportunities.
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If you are worried about that, you, the
pilot, have much more control over your
club than you have over the HGFA or over
the State Association. If you are not happy
about the club fees, you can organise
fund raisers or you can help the club save
money by getting jobs done cheaply. If
you feel that the club fees are over the
top, you and a few of your mates in the
club can do something about it by voting
against a fee increase. With the HGFA,
you can't vote either for nor against fee
increases. They are set by the executive,
what causes the current upheaval in the
Federation. More power would come
to the clubs with the proposed change,
where you have more influence than with
the Association or the HGFA.

The State Associations are Powerless
Figure Heads after these Changes.
Yes, committee members, you will lose
power and will have to look for another
aphrodisiac (I am one of them. I am so
sad!) . Seriously, we are supposed to look
after pilots, not committees. Both pi lots
and clubs will be more powerful at the
expense of the State Associations (here
I find it really difficult to say 'at the
expense of .. .' or 'to the detriment of .. .').

BENEFITS
I have already mentioned that this model
is more efficient and, for that reason
alone, is likely to save funds. Despite the
hundreds of hours of free work provided
by the Associations, it costs money to run
them (eg bank fees, travelling expenses,
office material, postage, phone charges) .
The new model also frees administration
time at the HGFA office. As the clubs
will be in control of how money should
be raised and spent, the nation-wide
effort to further our objectives wi II be
better focused . The pilots will have more
say in how much of their money should
be raised and how it should be spent.
The cost- and revenue structures can be
adapted to local needs.
Last, but not least, peace might brake
out between the two warring factions
in our Federation if I am not too late
with my brainwave and you like what
you read.
~
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Moyes News
Jonny Durand's been making the news for
all the right reasons! His recent Morning
Glory flight has been picked up by all the
news channels in Australia. He was on
the Channel 7 Sunrise morning show, the
link to t he story is at [htlp:llau.lifeslyie.
yahoo.com/sunrise/video/l. An interview
on Wide World of Sports and the Disney
show followed.
Very good for Jonny, very good for
Red Bull and very good for hang gliding!
Recently Kraig won the Santa Cruz
Flats comp in Arizona. Kraig flew one
comp last year at Big Springs and won
and did it again this year in Arizona.
The Moyes Boys did us proud taking
the first three places [htlp:llsoaringspot.
com/2009scfr/resu Itslflexltota I/dayS.htm IJ:

HG Flexible w ing
OVERAll RESULTS AFTER DAY 5

Kraig Coombe" AUS,
Moyes litespeed RS3.5
4380.38
4141 .69
2 Robin Hamilton, GBR, Moyes RS4
3 Derreck Turner, USA,
Moyes litespeed S5
4046.92
4 Jeff O'Brien, USA, Wills Wing T2C 144 4012.38
5 Zac Majors, USA. Wills Wing HC 144 3978.03
6 Dave Gibson, USA, Wills Wing TK 144 3541 .82
7 Dustin Martin, USA, Wills WingHC 1443474.90
8 Eduardo Oliveira, BRA, WW T2
3300.37
3160.73
9 Greg Dinauer, USA, Aeros l -13
10 larry Bunner, USA. Will Wing T2C 144 2786.21
Vicki Cain, Moyes Delta Gliders Ply Ltd

groundhand ling sessions. It's fast, fun
and a perfect companion on a windy
dune. This glider is basically an advanced
speedflyer with increased performance

Design Notes
As our sport expands and branches out
in new and exciting directions, Airwave
have been keen but careful to embrace
them. High wind soaring is a clear and
definite new direction that opens up a
wealth of opportunities to get our feet

• • • • •

my friends were already there wa it ing
for me with a cool beer to drink to my
success! !
Once again I could appreciate the
great stability of my Airwave Magic 5
in every situation, enjoying its fantastic
handling and superb performance.

off the ground and the wind literally
whistling through our ears. The Rodeo is
built for those of us that love that raw
feeling of speed. Unlike speed riding
wings the Rodeo is a mini glider. If it was
a normal sized wing it would be a cool
LTF 1-2 glider, but as it is so much smaller
than a standard wing, it is much nippier
with agile, responsive handing to match.
The Rodeo's tiny size also makes it a great
choice for super light pilots - from 40 kg
upwards! The Rodeo is 17.5 m2, made
from strong standard weight fabrics and
rips along at 45 kmlh with a 75 kg pilot.
Projected Area: 15,05 m2
Flat Area: 17,53m2
Glider weight: 4 kg
(ells:34

Weight range: 40 - 100 kg
Trim Speed: 45 kmfh

• • • • • • • • • •• • • •

GT Light - "the travelling harness"
travels the world
It is not only comfortable and high quality
- it is also very practical. There must be
something why so many pilots choose the
GT Light harness - and some pilots travel
with it all over the world ...
Markus Villinger, AIRWAVE

SOL Spring is in the Air

NEW PRODUCTS

Airwave News
Microparaglider RODEO - THE NEED
FOR SPEED
The Rodeo is a mini glider designed
for high wind soaring and fun

Nicole Fedele makes 2 new world
record after switching to Magic 5
Nicole Fedele sweeps her old record by
30%
And she says: "On 19. August 2009
I was in Sorica (SLO) and my target was
to improve on my previous female world
record (129,4 km on 19. July 2009) so I
planned to complete a 164 km out and
return flight f rom Sorica to Piombada (a
mountain located about 1S km west of
Gemona) and back. I took off just some
minutes after 10 was with the very first
pilots. Conditions were good especially
in the second part of the flight and I had
no problem to complete my pre-arranged
route. When I arrived in Sorica I decided
to f ly some kilometers further and then
back again to Sorica landing place while
my friend Marco was walking to the takeoff to pick up our car. After 8 hours in the
air and a fabulous 175 km flight I landed:

The new Spring and Spring Airbag
Harnesses from SOL offer Paragliding
Pilots the highest level of comfort and
security on the market today.
Both Harnesses feature 18cm foam
back protection and side protectors. An
air-bag offers added protection on the
version so-named.
The under-seat reserve pouch has
been desig ned to the recommended
European standards and gives easy access
as well as faster reserve deployment.
If the reserve is thrown, the stirrup
automatically disconnects, ensuring you
can get your legs down for the landing.
Soaring Australia
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Another great
feature of the
Spring and Spring
Airbag Harnesses
is the automatic
Cobra T-bar buckles
which ensure you don't forget to fasten
your leg-loops.
Available in sizes M, L and XL, the
Spring and Spring Airbag Harness weighs
4.7kg(L) and offers plenty of storage
space as well as a separate drinks pouch .
The new Spring and Spring Airbag
Harnesses from SOL are in stock at Central
Coast Paragl iding, who are based one
hour drive north from Sydney. For more
information contact Paul Cox on (02)
43342222 or visit [www.ccparagl iding.
com.au] .
Paul Cox AFI, Central Coast Paragliding

Adrenaline and Turbulence DVD

Pal Takats and Gabor Kezi's acro film
is a new classic. Review by Ed Ewing
This is great:
First, Pal Takats
(pronounced Takatch) is very engaging
on-screen. He dominates the film, leaving
his co-star, friend and acro partner Gabor
Kezi somewhat in the shade. He reveals
himself as someone who wears his heart
on his sleeve: "/ cried of course," he
says when Gabor is helicoptered off the
mountain, one of three times he is moved
to tears in the movie - and, although
clearly highly ambitious, he loves what
he is doing. And that makes for a hugely
enjoyable film.
Refreshingly, it doesn't feature any
monologues - it simply revels in the sheer
fun of it all. Rather than just a collection
of whacky stunts it stands alongside the
'Never Ending Thermal' as an engaging,
intelligent, well shot film that tells a
proper story. It feels honest.
It's also educational and informative.
Not in a 'now weightshift left' way,
although there's a bit of that in the extras
(and it's well done), but in a historical and
contextual way. It frames the whole aero
scene, from its roots in the early 1990s, to
today, where pilots like Pal and Gabor can
pick up the sport and within a few years
32 Soaring Australia
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be on the podium. It explains where the
sport has come from, talks to the people
who developed it, touches on acro's slow,
dangerous, two decades of development,
and presents it as an accessible standalone
discipline. All while showcasing some
stunning flying in beautiful places.
Along the way we get to meet the
pioneers. Richard Gallon, founder member
of the SAT team, welcomes the future and
its " 100s and 100s" of new acro pilots.
And Math ias Roten explains how the
scene has changed from one of explorat ion to a 'new generation' of relative
unknowns search ing for perfection.
Pal and Gabor are part of this
new generat ion . And one of the most
interesting parts of the film comes
when you see the pioneering Rodriguez
brothers, who start as mentors, suddenly
realise it. The relationship changes, the
sporting rivalry comes through, and there
is even the hint of bad blood .
The film starts with Pal and Gabor
in Budapest, where they grew up and
learned to f ly. It then follows them on
a journey, using four years' worth of
footage - 2005 to 2008 - to tell the story
of how they 'got good qu ick'. Several
long summers at Organya are involved.
Along the way we see some excellent
aero footage, and learn a lot. There are
over 20 acro manoeuvres and all stem
from three basics. We also see Pal and
Gabor grow up. Pal's hair is the ma in
indicator of this, and the slow emergence
of a typical dready-haired acro dude
from a close-cropped schoolboy is a fun,
although minor, subplot. More seriously,
the movie is dedicated to Mathias Roten,
who died in a speed flying accident last
year. His presence is felt throughout the
movie, and he features heavily.
There are three accidents in the film .
First Pal and Mat hias collide during a
practice synero routine in Organya. The
in-flight footage is incredible, as is Pal's
runni ng commentary.
Some time later he breaks his ankle
and in between Gabor breaks his back.
These accidents only strengthen the pair's
bond, they say. For some reason I didn't
swallow that: Pal seems to have more ambition, more passion, and given his (very
good) Red Bull X-Alps performance this
year now a much higher profile. He's also
winning solo events as an aero pilot. There
is a story unfolding here. And that's what
makes this excellent movie even better:
there's obviously got to be a sequel.
/n English with French, German, Spanish
and Hungarian subtitles, 50 minutes, six
DVD extras, £22.95 {www.xcshop.comj.

UP Trango

xc

After a decade of classdefining performance,
the Trango family is
ready for the next
incarnation - this time
we've got something
specia l f or you ! To take
the word 'performance'
to the next level, this
is the wing for XC
and Serial Class
comp hounds.
UP Trango XC,
is a true threeliner, a wing that
has only A, Band
C-line attachments on the canopy - like
the UP Edge, just like the new Trango
xc. The advantages are obvious: lines
mean drag, and less drag equals more
performance. On the new Trango XC the
three-line concept has been enhanced
w ith the second generation of UP Pit ch
trimmers (inset). where the entire airfoil
is changed when trimmers are applied, so
that although the w ing is slowed down
in cl imbing mode its near-perfect stalling
characteristics don't change at all! The
brake travel even remains the same!
Highlights of the UP Trango XC:
True three-liner
New risers: efficient and easy speed
increase at yo ur feet
Second generation pitch trimmers:
slow down in lift without losing slow
flight feel
• New wingtips: better handling, gentle
stall characteristics, reduced induced drag
New canopy camber: tips are higher
in relation to centre, makes for higher
aspect ratio, and reduced the flat area
of the wing for same weight ranges
• Rounded cell openings: improves
inflation and increased tuck resistance
• Full race line concept: all lines made
from unsheathed Aramide
ASS2: second generation Airfoil
Stabilising System in leading edge,
allows pilots the performance and
stability of comparable Mylar leading
edges without the hassle of folding
and no risk of cravattes
• Partial Brakeline Tensioning System:
employed for most of trailing edge to
improve canopy definition and control
• SpaceFrame Concept: no Mylar inserts
in the canopy. shapes maintained with
carefully calculated pull only
A new performance wing like no
other, it has a top speed of 57km/h and
remains very stable. We expect to begin
November 2009
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delivery of the M size in December 2009, with the other sizes to
fo llow shortly thereafter.
UP Internat ional
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CLUB NEWS

Dalby Hang Gliding Club
As we enter the 2010 season, I thought it was timely to reflect
on some of the events fo r the year so far at the DHGC.
In January, three of us were fortunate enough to enjoy a
westerly, w ith bases at 10 OOOft, converging with an easterly
at 9000ft right over the top of us. (Video can be seen on the
main page of the DHGC we bsite.) We played in the convergence
between 6000 and 10000ft for 3.5 hours, heading 160km north
of Dalby at a leisurely pace for 3.5 hours. Very special !
In March the annua l Dalby Big Air was hosted, planned
by Nick and directed by Annie it was a well-organ ised event.
Although no one could forecast a cyclone coming down from
North Queensland which cost us four days, Day 2 was to be
' epic' on what was an average Dalby day to us locals. The comp
committee decided to challenge the World record for the longest
task set in a comp, at the t ime of setting the task, believed to be
around 31 skm. The task was set to Mitchell at 338km! The day
had its good times, however, high cloud drowned the day and
made it more challeng ing after 4pm. A sensational result was
recorded with 12 out of a possible 30 pilots in goal, most if not
all, PBs all round. Some wound down at th is point with the guns
stating that 400km was ach ievable. The next day we were a little
disappointed to find that the World record was actually 3s0km
set in the good old USA ... damn! However, this day did set a
new com p distance record in Austra lia and lifted the bar for the
comp scene around the country.
This is what I love about Dalby! I am average non-competitive punter whom is passionate about just being able to enjoy
a fly with like-minded people. Anyone can come to a place like
this, go for a fly at 'Boof' speed and still do 200 or 300km.
Winter followed with some further qua lity soaring days. Over
one weekend we achieved two good triangles of 80km, furthermore, some threw in a few range crossings and a trip down Warwick.
Dalby remains as one of the most consistent all-year round
places to fly.
As we now enter the 2010 season, we will see more distance
records go by t he wayside. Personally I'm keen to do 400km and
will keep telling my wife, "until I reach this goal, I must keep flying'"
The 2010 Big Air is from 14 to 20 March, a seven-day comp.
Practice day is the Saturday. This wil l be a 'fun comp' with a strong
focus on getting intermediate pilots come along and break thei r
own PBs. Weather permitting we will make the most of the daily
conditions, tasking 'long distances' to ensure our goal is met.
For those not interested in being in a comp, but just going
for a long fly, you are most welcome to join us for what will be
a great Dalby experience.
We conducted our AGM recently, some changes: day fees are
now a one-off 'visit fee' of $20, membersh ip remains at $200.
Whi lst there has been some debate recently about club fees,
with $200 being viewed on the high side, I rem ind you that
this is an aero-tow club, operating from a rented hangar with
the club-owned Dragon Fly. It costs money to host this fa ci lity,
however, when I take my own experience of hours f lown versus
yearly cost, I'm flying at $12 per hou r - not bad!
I am proud of the goals we, as a club, have achieved over the
past eight years of operation; we remain in the black and, more
importantly, consistently flying in the 'Big Air' and loving it !
Daron 'Boof' Hodder, President DHGC
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ALPHA 4 - lTF 1 : Simply the best entry level glider
available. Read Test Report in SA Mag ........ ...... .. ....... $3800.00
~
I\DVI\NCE ALPHA 4 HIKE - LTF 1 -2 : Light weight version
especially designed for hiking, and traveling ............... $4400.00
~
ADVANCE

EPSILON 6 - lTF 1 -2 : Perfec t all round recreational
$4400.00

glider. Also has DULV certification for PPG use ... _.........
~
ADVANCE

SIGMA 7 - lTF 2 : The 7'" in the long series of this now
$4900.00

legendary Sports Intermediate .......... ............ ..............
~

AD~C E OMEGA 8 - lTF 2-3 : coming soon © ..... $5400.00
ADVANCE

BIBETA 4 (38/42) -

LTF 1-2: The professional pilots

choice, perfect launching. tight handing, retiable ........

$5400,00

Since 1988 Advance has praduced the highest quality Paragliders on the
market so you can fly First Class every time. Develaped by a team af
champions and the warlds mast qualir.ed designer for QJ! levels at pilat.
Recent results : Warld Champion 2009, World Cup Winner 2007 and 2008
and Red Bull
Winner 2009 It! www.advonce.ch

-----......

~

PROGRESS 3 v3 of this classic harness, unique
diogonat oclive bracing. easy to get in/out of hong, comfortable,
ADVANCE

safer in turbulence than open harness's. 3 sizes ..............
~
ADVANCE

$990.00

SUCCESS 2+ New 2009 design. DHV bock-

protection . fully featured. 3 sizes .. ............ ...................... $990,00
~
ADVA N CE

IMPRESS 2+ There are lois of reasons why this is by
harness in the world. 3 sizes ..... 1250,00

I--:ii.~

COCKPIT - Carry Loads of storage and pockets. clear zipper
flip lid for instruments. Advance quality ...... .. .................... $99,00
COCKPIT - Guard Front cockpit style reserve mount with
clear zipper instrument lid as for .. Carry ...... .. .. .. ............ , $110.00
SPEED BAR With coble hoop. lines and clips .................. $77,00
WIND SOCK 1.2m and durable (2m also available) ..... $33,00
In stock atways - Stubai c arabiners, maillons, c lips etc.

RIS3 New 3<d generation design with inner bag drogue chute for
faster opening. Available in 3 sizes (all up weights) - Nano (special
light weight construction for Hike styte equipment - just i.6kgs !) 70iOOkgs. RIS L 8Q-120kgs, RIS XL 100-140kg .....

from $770 - $840

~''* Manilla Paragliding
Sales - Service - Expert Advice - Tuition

Ph : 02 67 85 65 45
email: skygodfrey@aoJ.com
.

~.man~I~::,_
~.
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DAVID MEETS GOLIATH
Hans Juergen Schmacht

GLIDERS WITH WINGSPANS BETWEEN 21 AND 31M LINED UP AT THE RECENT OPEN CLASS NATIONALS
IN GERMANY. NO WONDER THE CHAMPIONSHIP WAS DUBBED A SHOWDOWN BETWEEN DAY I D AND
GOLIATH. BRUNO GANTENBRINK'S NEW 31M NIMETA (ETA WINGS FITTED TO A NIMBUS 4 FUSELAGE )
TOOKON THE ROLE OF GOLIATH AND DAVID WAS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM Of SCHLEICHER'S NEW
ASG 31 MI IN 21M CONFIGURATION .

H

t the competit ion offered another
interesting aspect. Insiders expected
an answer to the question whether
a modern 21 metre gl ider can compete
on an equal footing with current generat ion Open Class gliders.
Hans Juergen Schmacht flew the
prototype ASH 31 Mi in its first competition. His report was kindly t ranslated by
Bernard Eckey for Soaring Australia.
I had known about the ASH 31 for
quite some time but my introduction to
th is new glider occurred on ly in late July
at the 'Huhnrain' airfield right beh ind the
Schleicher factory. Even at first glance this
aircraft is impressive. Smoothly flowing
lines provide more than just a touch of
elegance and an aspect ratio of 33 turns
the ASH 31 into a true eye catcher.
On the ground the generous safety
cockpit makes it stand out from other
gl iders but it is in the air where th is new
a ircraft impresses the most. It may be
missing six metres of wing compared
to current Open Class aircraft, but even
during my very first flight I switched
to 'Iongwing mode' after a number of
surprisingly long glides. No doubt, the
ASH 31 Mi is not just an improved 18m
glider (with optional 21m wingtips), but

a somewhat smaller 'Iongwing' with
remarkable ag ility.
After landing, Ulrich Kremer suggested that my enthusiasm would be
taken to another level with water on
board. How right he was! Flying with only
100 (out of a possible 160) lit res of water
made it obvious that the ASH 31 is a true
force to be reckoned with as soon as it is
ballasted anywhere near the maximum
53 kg/m'.
Rather than reporting on further
details of this new gl ider I would like to
focus on my findings prior to the German
Nationals and during the championship
itself. A few days of onsite training were
not only used to experiment with C of G
posit ions (and d ifferent wing loadings),
but also allowed direct comparisons to
bigger wingspan Open Class gliders both single and two-seaters. This is where
I received my first pleasant surprise.
Even ex-world champion Bruno
Gantenbrink's 31m wing span Nimeta
(we called it the XXl ship) could not
get away from the ASH 31 Mi. Initially
this was hard to believe, but when it
happened repeatedly it provided me
with satisfaction and confidence at the
same time. No doubt, I was flying a
highly competitive aircraft. The shorter
wingspan was more
than compensated
for by a highly
efficient airfoil,
superb handling
and much better
ag ility. As the ASH
31 inherited the
outer wing panels
of the ASG 29 it is
no real surprise that
the a ircraft provides
an excellent feel for
the a ir - especially

when it comes to find ing the strongest
part of the lift.
During the following nine
competition days we had to deal with
all sorts of thermals. Some of them were
as weak as one knot but, as happens
frequently, these days decided the top
placings at the end . Even in weak lift
no disadvantage to larger single-seaters
could be detected . The two-seaters were
gradually left behind .
I will now focus on two competit ion
days in particular. On day three the first
leg was towards the Black Forest and I
elected to start together with a Nimbus 4,
an EB 28 and an ASW 22. We soon caught
up with the team flying Nimbus 4s piloted
by Tilo Holinghaus and Markus Fisher
who both started six minutes before
us. They remained in close proximity of
us for the rest of the flight . Due to the
strong westerly and rather broken and
narrow therma ls I only kept 80 litres of
water result ing in a wing loading of just
48kg/m'. It meant that I had a definite
advantage in the climbs, but wished
for a little more water ballast in cruise,
especially during the 50km long final glide.
Still, I completed the 304km task
together with the gaggle despite leaving
the final thermal a little lower than the
rest. The ASH 31 Mi fin ished 55 seconds
behind the winner but it is worth noting
that the 31 m XXl ship took another 15
minutes to complete the task.
Even more impressive was the performance of the new ASH 31 on day seven.
A good thermal forecast over the task
area made me carry 130 litres of water
resulting in a wing loading of 52.2kglm'.
Prior to the start I met with current world
champion Michael Sommer (and runnerup Tassilo Bode), both flying their ASW
22s at maximum wing loading. This was a
perfect opportunity to see how the ASH
November 2009

31 was coping on a longish 570km task
and I decided to stay on their tail for as
long as possible. Due to my higher wing
load ing (but still not at maximum) I was
confident of a small advantage in cruise
but unsure of the situation in climb.
The answer can easily be extracted
f rom the barograph trace. The red trace
belongs to the ASH 31 - yellow and blue
are of the two ASW 22s. Obviously the
smaller ASH 31 Mi climbs and glides just as
well as the much larger ASW 22. It may

be hard to
believe but
it is true. All
three of us
arrived at the
same time
after 4:24
hours with an
average speed
of 129kmlh. The
31 m glider was
18 minutes slower.

l
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GFA Magazine
Questionnaire Results
Maurice Little - GFA Development Chairman

REGULAR READERS OF THIS MAGAZINE WILL RECALL AN
INVITATION TO COMMENT AND RESPOND TO A 16 Q!JESTION
CALL FOR PREFERENCE AND OP INION CONDUCTED IN JULY
OF THIS YEAR VIA WEB SURVEY. AS PROMISED HERE IS AN
EXECUT IVE SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS.
wo thousand and seventy six
members were approached (determined by those that had provided GFA with email addresses).
Seven hundred and eighty eight
responded, making the results statistically
significant. As with many questionnaires
some results were clear and others indeterminate and which lend themselves to
further more specific investigation. The
intention is to form a working group to
complete the investigation, refine the
deta ils and recommend a course for the
future. Members who have an interest

T
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in being part of this project should
contact the chairman of the Development
department in the first instance.

OBSERVATIONS
The Magazine should be available
for members and the public, but
not as separate publications;
It should be available in both hard
copy and electronically to members
and the public (82 %);
The preferred format for hard copy
in terms of colour and size is its
present form;
Monthly is preferred, but a significant

To be fair I would like to mention
that Bruno's XXL Goliath finished ahead
of me with a three percent margin. But
this is no reflection on the performance
of the ASH 31 Mi - despite a significantly
lower wingspan its performance is as
good as any open class glider currently
on the market. It seems to excel with
large amounts of water on board and
loses nothing of its pleasant handl ing. Of
course, this modern self launcher makes
for total independence and the relative
ease of ground handling (that comes with
shorter wings) is a very welcome bonus.

....,...

Tho flighttra,o

Marketing & Development

bi-monthly option was expressed
(51 % to 39%);
It should be a mandatory part of
membership (Yes 52%, No 34 %,
maybe 14%);
• Respondents wanted more technical
articles, more equipment reviews,
more skills and coaching;
• If the magazine was partnered it
should be to another aviation organisation - another gliding entity being
the preference in further comments;
• In regard to advertising, respondents
thought more or the same level was
appropriate, (55%, 44%, with related
business interests 70%, with no clearly
discernable preference for industry
sector).
In regard to the free form invitation
to comment, 268 respondents provided
valuable and informative additional
comments. This is a significant proportion
of responses.
A similar proportion 222 requested further contact on the matter and these will be
followed up by the working group directly.
There is clearly further work to do on
this matter, but we have made a start and
you have given broad direction on several
aspects and clear direction on others.
To those who participated, our thanks
are extended.
....,...
Soaring Australia
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,& 2009 Australian Junior
. . , Nationals (Joeyglide)

,& Melbourne Cup Vintage Rally

Changed to: 5 to 12 December 2009

. . , 31 October t o 8 November 2009

Narromine, NSW. A competition for pilots under the
age of 26. Further information [www.joeyglide.coml .

Bendigo Gliding Club, VIC. Forget those winter chills.
have fun and fly! Contact Dave Goldsmith, <daveand
jenne@gmail.com>, Iwww.bendigogliding.org.aul.

,& Bendigo GC Melbourne Cup
. . , Weekend Coaching Camp
31 October t o 8 November 2009
Enjoy coaching and XC flying over the Melbourne
Cup weekend, and weather permitting, through
the week. Aerotow and winch launches will be
available. Enquiries to Rob Young, 03 54439169.

A
"

NSW Weekend
Warriors Series

7 and 8 November 2009
21 and 22 November 2009
Manila, NSW. A GPS, task-based compoRelaxed, yet
challenging tasks for the int pilot. Fly with your friends
and mix with other comp pilots over the weekends.
Pilots must have at least five XC hours outside their
course, a reserve, radio and 3D GPS. Competition
fee: S25 per weekend. Registration form and pilot
pack from <jamesflys@gmail.com> or 02 49468680.

,& GFA Club" Sports
. . , Class Championships
9 to 20 November 2009
Lake Keepit Soaring Club, NSW. See Iwww.keepit
soaring.coml for details and entry forms. Lake Keepit
provides wonderful and varied soaring terrain from
flatlands to the Kaputar ranges. Contact <comps@
keepitsoaring.com> or Dave Shorter on 02 66561979.

A
"

2009 Airborne
Gulgong Classic

15 t o 21 November 2009 inclusive
Practice day: Saturday 14 November. This will be the
8th annual aerotow cross-country HG competition
held at the Gulgong airstrip owned by the Cudgegong Soaring club. Entry numbers will be strictly
limited to 50 pilots, on a first in, best dressed basis.
Sanctioned AA sanction ClVL Cat 2 WPRS GAP
parameters 50km, 4km, 90min, 10% with 20% FTV
There will be a Sports class if there are sufficient
entries. Organiser: Billo dly@gulgongclassic.com>,
see web page for comp details, registration and
on-line payments Iwww.gulgongclassic.coml.

A
"
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Mt Beauty Gathering of the Moths

20 to 22 November 2009
Flyers of all denominations are invited to the sheltered Kiewa Valley, at the foot of the picturesque Vic
Alps. Full range of accommodation available. Contact
Mark Ghirardello 03 57544572 (bh) or 0409 544572.

,& Narromine CUp Week
. . , 22 to 28 November 2009
Further information contact Beryl Hartley <Hartley@
avionics.com.au> or phone 02 68892733 (bh).

,& NSW State Gliding
. . , Championships 2009
28 November t o 5 December 2009
Hosted by Bathurst Soaring Club and Narromine GC
at Narromine aerodrome in the week following the
Narromine Cup. All classes. Go to [www.nswgc2009.
com.aul or contact <colinturner@bigpond.com>.
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Forbes Flatlands
Championships 2010

3 to 12 January 2010
At Forbes Airport. Forbes NSW Australia. Registration!
practice day: Saturday 2 January. Aerotow only, HGFA
AAA and FAI WPRS. Reserve a place by entering online
at [www.moyes.com.aulForbes20101. Entry fee: S250,
includes wekome party BBQ and presentation dinner
(pay before 25 November to receive a competition
T-shirt free). Payment by credit card over the phone or
direct deposit into BSB: 032-251 , account: 110-905,
name: Moyes Delta Gliders Ply. Ltd. Quote your
name with an EFT payment! Aerotow fee: S400 for
11 days of unlimited towing. Fees to be paid in cash
only at time of registration - there will be no credit
card facilities available. HQ: Vandenberg Hotel, Court
St Forbes, Function room. Open for registration on
the morning of the 2nd from 9am. Welcome BBQ:
On Saturday 2nd at HQ starting from 6pm with
formalities at 8pm. Practice day: No one is to enter
the airfield before they have formally registered.
No sign!no fly. Towing: Each pilot will need to show
proof of an aerotow rating. For international pilots,
we understand that some countries do not have
provision for such a rating, you have two options:
1. Proof you have successfully aerotowed in Flatlands
conditions (ie your name on the result sheet at a
major aerotow meet within the last few years).
2. Get an aerotow rating with the HGFA. Bill Moyes
and Lee Patterson will conduct an aerotew endorsement course at Rylstone airstrip from 28 to 31
December. Book through organisers. (Rylstone is halfway between Sydney and Forbes.) Categories: Open
Class: 1st 2nd and 3rd place trophies. A Class: For
pilots that have never been in the top 100 WPRS (CIVL
world ranking system). Same tasks as the Open Class.
Scored together with the Open Class, but singled out
for recognition, 1st place trophy. Sport Class: Shortened task, GPS required - open to kingpost gliders with
an int rating (for less experienced pilots who want to
learn more, launching a bit later to get the better part
of the day for a shorter task.) 1st place trophy. Club
Class: Not a comp category as such, aerotow fees
only, no entry fee and no trophy. Open to all gliders
(for pilots who want to learn to aerotow, obtain their
rating, just like some extra attention and help or want
to practice their skills. Towing early in the morning
and late afternoon. Sponsors & prizemoney: Sl0000
worth of cash and prizes to be won. Accommodation
options can be viewed at [www.forbes.nsw.gov.aul
filesl2083/FileJAccommodation_and_EvenCVenues.
pdn, Vandenberg Hotel <vandenberghotel@activ8.
net.au>. N'/e are competing with Elvis this year again,
so get in early and book your accommodation!)
Organisers: Sydney HG Club. Tow operations: Bill
Moyes. Meet Director and Event Manager: Vicki Cain,
Scorer. Wesley Hill, Launch Marshall: Greg Cain, Goal
Official: Rob Van Der Klooster. Further info, volunteer
enquiries or aerotow endorsement bookings: Vicki
02 9316 4644 or <vicki@moyes.com.au>.

,& 48th Multi Class Nationals
. . , 4 to 15 January 2010
Waikerie, SA. Entries are open online [http://waikerie
gliding.com/multiciassienter.htmlJ. record your interest at [http://waikeriegliding.com/multiclass/interest.
hlmll. Full time flying operations will be underway
from 27 December 2009 including the successful
Coaching Week where you can finetune your skills.
Accommodation, caravan and camping spaces available at the airfield. Please email <bookings@Waikerie
glidingclub.com.au> for more information see [http://
waikeriegliding.com/Accommodation.htm]. Off-site
accommodation can all be found at [www.waikerie
tourism.com.au/Accommodation.htm]. For further
enquires email <comp@Waikeriegliding.com>.

,& VGA Annual Rally
. . , 9 to 16 January 2010
Bordertown-Keith GC, SA. It just keeps getting better!
Contact Ian Patching <patching@westnet.com.au>,
[www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.aul, [www.brook
manonline.com].

,& Australian Women in Gliding
"'Week2010
17 to 23 January 2010
At Narromine, NSW. Contact Leonie FUrle,
ph: 0409 606320, email <Ifurle@ruralco.com.au>.

~ State of Origin 2010
_

2 to 4 April 2009 (Easter)

Manila, NSW. Using crews of four pilots (one adv,
two nov, plus any other rated pilots) and scoring
using handicaps on the kilometres you fly, even you
can win! It's a great way to try out the competition
scene. The budding competition pilot must have at
least five XC hours outside of their course, a reserve
and radio. Competition fee S20 or free if registered
by 18 March. Registration form and pilot pack from
<jamesflys@gmail.com> or 02 49468680.

A

Corryong Cup 2010

"

3 to 9 January 2009

Don't miss out on this popular fun HG meet aimed
at fostering the development of competition and
XC flying skills. Great opportunity for first time
comp pilots to receive XC flight tutoringlmentoring
& workshops by experienced comp pilots. Mt Elliot
offers great XC soaring experiences in spectacular
alpine surrounds. As usual, you'll find a relaxed
and friendly atmosphere, camping by the Murray
River, lots of prizes, mid-week BBQ and more!
Registration: Saturday, 2 January from 7pm. Enter
online [www.corryongcup.com] S120 paid by
1112/09 (S30 late fee thereafter). 70 pilots max.
Open & Floater tasks, B Sanction, GPS scoring.
Need current HGFA int with inland exp, radio and
parachute. Organiser: Wendi Herman (Newcastle
HG Club). Contact: 0411 772221 .

A

Bogong Cup 2010

"

16 to 23 January 2010

Practice: Friday 15 January. The GFC is upon us and
times are tough. Recognising this, we're planning
to run a bare boneslno frills event to maximise
value to pilots. This year we've reduced the entry
fee whilst still offering at least S1200 prizemoney.
To encourage participation and development of
local pilots, we'll bring back the B Grade category
to the Cup. Half of the prizemoney and trophies will
be awarded to the first three places in B Grade. B
Grade pilots are allowed to fly topless gliders in the
compo For BC regulars, we intend to spice things up
with some new task ideas designed to challenge
and take you to new goals not used before.
FAI sanction Cat 2, HGFA AAA, 450 ladder points,
Open Grade and Australian B Grade, FAI Class 1
HG only. Launch format: Open window followed
by ordered launch. Scoring software: FS. Scoring
system: OZGAP 2005. GAP parameters: 10km, 80km,
90 mins, 20%. All goals will be a virtual cylinder of
at least 400m radius. Rest day policy: By majority
pilot vote. Competition rules: FAI Sporting Code
Section 7, HGFA Competition Manual, Local Rules.
Minimum Requirements: HGFA int rating or equivalent with minimum 50 hours inland experience. Current HGFA membership or Visiting Pilot's Membership (VPM). Flying helmet. FAI Class 1 HG and
harness in safe and flyable condition. Reserve 'chute
recently repacked and in good working order. GPS
(Garmin, Compeo, etc) with 3D tracklog capability.
Prizes & Awards: Cash prizes and trophies for Open
1/2/3, B Grade 11213, Encouragement Award. Entry
Fee: S180 before 15 November, S220 thereafter.
For more information [www.bogongcup.com] or call
Phil on 0407 042634.
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~ Bright Open 2010
.
6 to 12 March 2010
MAlCat 2 PG competition. Come to Bright for some
great tasks in the hills. This year the competition will
run back-to·back with another AAA in Corryong for
the full mountain experience. Entry fee S230, see
website for full details [www.brightopen.orgJ.

A

Dalby 2010 "Big Air"

"
14 to 20 March 2010
It's on again! At Dalby Airport, QLD. Comp fee: S150,
tows S250 including Saturday's practice day. legendary 'Big Air' Tshirt included. Do I get to fly far and
break my previous best distance record? Thrown in
for free as well! Do I get to feed my face for free
at the presentation dinner with a lot of egotistical
pilots who will be gloating about how far they have
flown for the week? Absolutelyl Requirements:Aerotow endorsed, current HGFA member. Haven't towed
for some time? There'll be a qualified 550 available
to ensure you're towing proficiently on practice day.
Please make yourself known so we can ensure you
enjoy the Dalby experience safely. Dalby airport is
only 1km from town, plenty of accommodation or
camping, please email us for more info: Comp organiser 'Boof 0431 240610 <daron@aclad.com.au>,
comp director Annie Crerar 0419 739900 <annie.
bruce@bigpond.com.au>.

, . 49th Multi Class Nationals

W

4 to 15 October 2010

Hosted by the Darling Downs Soaring Club at Dalby
Aerodrome. For further information <info@ddsc.org.au>.

Letters to the Editors · · · · · ·
_
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Spiral Dives

Congratulations to Richard Friday
in dealing so fully with the subject of spiral
dives in Soaring Australia, October 2009.
Because there is no formal discussion in
the instructor's manual on the subject, this
subject is neglected. As part of our annual
flight check all pilots are required to demonstrate the recovery from a fully developed
spin. Modern aircraft will happily begin to
spiral rather than spin. It is important we
have a section in the instructor's manual to
include much of what Richard has covered.
While Richard is in the syllabus area, why
do we not have a section covering the human factor involving 'distractions' for pilots?
This item could be formally addressed in our
instructors' manual so pilots and instructors
are more aware of, and practice dealing
with, various distractions. Many accidents
can be traced back to missed checks, stress,
overload or some other form of distraction.
Just one example: the unexpected hazard
of a power aircraft on approach to the same
strip, at the same t ime as the glider was on

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
OVERSEAS

International events can be found
at [http://events.fai.orgl].

V'

HGFA BOARD UPDATE
Rob Woodward

ellow pilots, by now many of
you may already be aware that
as a result of the SGM, five new
members have been elected to
replace some of the existing Board. The
make-up of the Executive of this Board
is provided in the GM's report.
Over 900 members voted in this SGM
(and over 500 in the subsequent election
for the 2010/2012 Board) which is un precedented as far as recent HGFA elections
go, however, in the case of the SGM, whilst
the motions were carried (by a small
margin), I am aware that the membership
who did vote, are pretty well split down
the middle on the motions put.
That said, I am very mindful that whilst
the new members do have a majority on
the Board and will rightfully be expecting
to implement their policies, this group
of people must not be cavalier with the
power now vested in them.
Policy and procedural changes should
be widely canvassed within the function ing groups of pilots across the country for
comment and feedback .
Now, I understand that people could
consider this to be very altruistic and
unworkable in managing our organisation, but I believe it 's worth a try.
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We have five months before the new
Board takes up its role in April, during
this period the Board needs to get up
to speed with the facts and figures of
the HGFA so that it is in the best position
to consider the choices about how the
HGFA will operate in the future . Perhaps,
despite the turmoil of the last two years
we will find that under the stewardship
of the past Board many of the basic operationa l services that the HGFA administration has provided are sound and may
require only tweaking .
Perhaps then members may say:
"Well if you're only tweaking, why did

we have to go through all the drama and
expense over the last two years?" Good
point. In answer to that I can only say
the 'style' of management has been my
personal concern and whilst I have some
fundamental philosophica l differences
with some of the things that were being
promoted by the previous Board, perhaps
if the Board had been more open with its
vision we may have met at compromise
altitude, ie, not as high as you wanted to
be but better than being on the ground.
That's history now and the new Board
will live or die by its actions.
I will thank the previous Board for car-

downwind, should not have led to a writtenoff glider, but it did.
Thanks again for the article and I hope
we see more of the same as this magazine is
a valuable source of reliable information for
all connected with gliding.
leigh Evans
~ SGMNote

'9 Anyone with a passing interest in the
affairs of the HGFA will be aware of the
bitterness and division that has seen five
members of the board replaced with new
people.
As one of those new board members I
would like to note the hand over and express
regret at the bad blood that has been a feature of this process. At the same time I want
to thank those replaced board members. It
is a voluntary and thankless task and, despite
our differences, your work must be acknowledged and due thanks expressed.
It is my hope that a little time will heal
the wounds. I hope also that we can all go
on to participate in the democratic battle of
ideas co-operatively and on a friendly basis.
Ray Firth
[Note: GAP parameters, where fisted in the above
events, are: bomb-out distance (minimum scoring
distance), nominal distance (minimum task length),
nominal time (minimum expected winners time), and
goal percentage (nominal percentage in goaI).J

rying the baton for the last two years and
despite my disagreement with some of
their policies and management I respect
their right to have made them as elected
representatives. I have no doubt that they
carried out their respective duties with the
aim of advancing our sports in a particularly acrimonious environment and for
not much (if any) reward}.
Our organ isation is not big enough,
nor do we have enough volunteers that
we can continually descend to legal
battles with members or try and initiate
change without the majority of the membership beh ind us, we simply do not have
the resources and it is counter productive.
I am not convinced that a centralist
pol icy to micro-manage our sports across
Australia best fits the membership profile
or psyche and accordingly I would like
to empower those organ isations that
already exist to ensure that the legal and
safety obligations we operate under are
instituted in their own areas.
Finally, I would simply ask each and
every member to consider when they cl ip
in to think: " Today I am going to take full
responsibility for myself, fly legally and
not endanger my or anyone else'S life."

If every pilot undertook that oath
and then spent t ime looking out for
each other in their own flying group, we
would create centres of excellence all
over our country.
Hang on for the ride!
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HGFA General Manager's Report

R

you are all very aware, there have been

two recen~ votes regard ing the management structure of the HGFA. First the
Special General Meeting which con -

interest in HGFA history. In all, 999

•

Brian WEBB

votes were received of which 920 were

•

Ben KOVCO
Lee PATTERSON

counted . This represents just under half
the total membership that was reg istered

Rob WOODWARD

on the day of ballot closure. This means

John TWOMEY

particular member of the committee of

there was still half the membersh ip that

RaefMACKAY

management. The other vote was a gen-

chose not to vote! Of those that did vote,

•

Alex JONES

eral election to establish the committee

the view was nearly split, evidenced by

of management for the term 2010 to

the totals for and against the motions.

•
•

Chris DRAKE
Peter WENNERSTEN

tained five motions, each to replace a

2012 . The results of both these elections

are as follows:

In regard to the second ballot form

• • •

In all a total of 579 votes were receiv-

and confusion in the date of closure for

ed for this election of which 529 were

the SGM vote, a total of 55 ballots were

counted . There were 19 votes received

SGM

received showing the second ballot form

from persons not listed as current mem-

Motion 1: That Javier Alveraz be removed

had been used . Fifty-two of these were

bers; 10 ballots had incorrect voter iden-

from the Office of Committee Member

counted as the legitimate vote of the

tifiers and 15 late votes. A good number

and be replaced with Rob Woodward .

member. Three others were not counted

of votes were submitted w ith only one,

as the member's first and second votes

two, three or fou r selected names which

493 to 422 in favour
Motion 2: That Geoff White be remov-

ed from the Office of Committee Member
and be replaced with Raef Mackay.
471 to 445 in favour

were opposing each other (ie, either all

dwarfed the overall count against those

'yes' for the first ballot form and all 'no'

who voted for the full nine posit ions.

for the second ballot form or vice versa) .
There were 23 ballots sent in with no

The drop from 999 voters for the
SGM to just 579 voters for the General

Motion 3: That Paul Coffey be removed

boxes ticked. Twenty-four of the ballots

Elections indicates that either members

from the Office of Committee Member

received were from people not listed as

were confused on whether the SGM vote

and be replaced with Alex Jones.

current members. Twelve ballots were

counted toward the Genera l Election

received from student pilot members

or that members returned to a state of
apathy in regard to the General Election .

493 to 425 in favour
Motion 4: That Mark Mitsos be removed

not el ig ible to vote. Twelve others were

from the Office of Committee Member

received where the person submitting the

Regardless of the reasons for mem-

and be replaced with John Twomey.

vote was unable to be properly identified .

bers voting on the SGM and not voting

New Board

and are as shown .

4BO to 436 in favour
Motion 5: That Stephen Clark be

on the Genera l Election, the results are in

removed from the Office of Committee

The second voting count was for the

Member and be replaced with Ray Firth.

Committee of Management for the term

472 to 443 in favour
The votes received for the SGM
showed the biggest turn-out of member

Over half of the total HGFA membership rema ined silent in both votes and a
clear even split division (difference only

2010 to 2012 .
The nine elected positions are
as follows:

of 70 votes) in the SGM shows that 50%
of the HGFA members who are interested
enough to lodge their view are at odds
with the choices in direction of the organisation . It is now up to th is Board and the

USHPA 2010 Calendars
In time for every pilot's Christmas
stocking, the USHPA 2010 Hang
Gliding and 2010 Paragliding

succeeding 2010 to 2012 Board members
to work toward resolving that difference
and to lead the organisation toward
higher involvement.
I have received instruction already
from members of the new SG M Board,

Calendars have been available

calling themselves 'the Five' that this and

from USH PA since mid-October!

future GM reports will be scrutinised and

The 20 10 calendars are full of
vivid flying photos which are guaran-

content suppressed if not to their liking.
Therefore I will leave this report to

teed to make you dream of free flight
aviation during the work day! We

state the outcomes only of the voting

hope you enjoy them.

summer ahead.

They are available for

S15 plus

and wish you all good fly ing for the
Safe Flying, Chris Fogg

~

shipping and hand li ng .
The 2010 calendars and other
items can be ordered through USHPA's online
store or by call ing us at +1 -719-632-8300. The
online store can handle international orders

as well. See [www.ushpa .aero/store) for more.

HGFA GENERAL MANAGER

Chris Fogg
PO 80x 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508
Phlfax: 0242949300, mob: 0417 766356
Email <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>

Martin Palmaz, www.ushpa.aero
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GFAe
From The GFA
President's Desk
Daryl Connell

New Thrust From CASA

Current Posit ion

The ma in topic this t ime is a new
approach from CASA that will significantly impact on the relationship between
GFA and CASA, so this w ill include:
Background
• CASA's objectives
Story so far
Current position

The previous Deed between CASA and
GFA expired end June last. and we are
working to finalise a new agreement.
However. currently we have no contract
and payments by CASA have ceased .
This is of concern. but not a crisis.
The relationship between us and
CASA remains good but as always there
are some points of deta il which w ill
requ ire careful negotiation.
Impact On GFA
It is important to understand that
this new thrust by CASA is targeting
Governance. Assurance and Compliance.
not operational procedures and safety.
CASA state that GFA has achieved what
the previous Deeds have required of us.
However. the new Deeds will require
more effort in documentation. records.
reporting and the li ke. Evidence of GFA
members qualifications. for example. will
need to be documented and available
at a central register. Our accident and
incident reporting will require upgrading
and information will need to be ava ilable
in a timely manner. This will require more
work generally and some will f ind things
inconvenient.
When we work through sorting the
details with CASA and the new Deeds are
signed. payments will resume. GFA will
make some changes with documentation
and reporting procedures. but to the
average club member on the field little
change will be evident. That is our aim .

•

Impact on GFA

Background
CASA has recently recognised the
significance of sport and recreational
aviation in Austral ia as a total activity.
These aviation activit ies now amount to
47 % of activity in Austra lia according
to CASA. and therefore CASA wishes to
understand these activities better and be
assured that the administration of these
activities is in good shape .
The new CEO. John McCormick. and
now titled Director. is very keen for the
relationship between CASA and these
branches of aviation to be clarified.
improved and strengthened .

CASA's Objectives
CASAwill:
Establish a Sport Aviation Safety
Forum comprising all the organisations
such as GFA, plus CASA, to improve
communications.
• Establish a new Sport Aviation Department in CASA.
• Conduct a risk analysis of all administering organisations.
• Establish new Deeds (or contracts)
between CASA and the organisations
to properly reflect CASA's requirements of them.

Story So Far
To date:
The first meeting of the Safety Forum
has occurred and CASA has outlined
its position.
A consultant, Aerosa fe has been
employed to conduct the risk studies
and GFA has received a report on
that plus a draft new set of Deeds. A
number of GFA members took part in
the survey conducted by Aerosafe plus
there have been meetings between
GFA and CASA.
GFA has a number of concerns with the
detail in these documents and is in
discussion with CASA to sort this out.
November 2009

Position Vacant
I wou ld like to take the opportunity to
draw your attention to the retirement
of our executive officer. John Welsh
finishes up in December and we need
t o find a replacement A notice has just
been placed on the website seeking
applications. Those w ho may be interested. please consider.

Victorian Soaring
Association
Cross Country
Coaching Week
30 January - 5 February 2009
Hosted by Horsham Flying Club,
Horsham Airfield
This VSA cross-country course will be
held again in 2010 just prior to the
Horsham Week competition which
commences 6 February.
This is now our fourth event and the
popularity is growing each year. Building
on previous experience. the course will
now offer opportunities for pilots
commencing their cross-country flying
as well as for active cross country pilots
seeking to develop their skills.
Open to all pilots who have been cleared
for cross·country flying by their club panel.
Try for Silver, Gold and Diamond goal
flights. Flying is over some of the safest
outlanding country in Australia and course
members will assist with paddock retrieves.
Bunkhouse accommodation and camping is
available at the airfield. Horsham township
offers a range of accommodation with
fifteen motels and two caravan parks.
The course is managed by the VSA coaching
team and comprises a mix of short theory
lectures. daily weather briefings. daily
tasks and post-flight analysis over an
evening meal.

As in past years we expect to have a range
of two-seaters available to offer direct oneon-one coaching. Pilots with their private
glider or a club glider will be offered 'Iead
& follow' coaching opportunities as well as
direct coaching in a two-seater.
This week is also a good opportunity
for pilots attending the Horsham Week
competition to fit in some practice flying
as we will have adequate aero-towing
capacity for all.
Further details and an application form
can be found on the GFA and VSA websites.

For enquiries and registration
contact either:
Ian Grant
Telephone: (03) 9877 1463
<ian.grant.glidingOgmail.com>

SMS
Also. we need help to implement our
SMS. We have the pol icy and the key
features and now we have to sort out the
deta il and roll it out at club level etc. If
you are keen please contact me or Marcia
or Executive Officer John and let us know.

Andrew Murphy
Mobile: 0411 201 699
<acmurphyOoptusnet.com.au>
David Wilson
Mobile: 0407 825 706
<dwjcraOozemail.com.au>

..."
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GFA Executive Officer's Report ··
ot long to go now until my retirement in December. The GFA Executive have finalised a job description
and advert for the expanded
replacement position, which will be that
of a 'Business Manager'. The job advert
appears in this issue of Soaring Australia,
the RAAus publication, the Age, online
at the GFA website and Seek.com. If
you think you have the enthusiasm,
knowledge and the skills to address the
position and could usefully contribute
to the future of the Sport, I would
encourage you to apply.

N

The Annual General and Board
Meetings held at the Breakfree
Bankstown International Hotel,
Sydney, NSW, on 12 and 13
September 2009
Thanks to Dave Boulter and his team
from NSW Gliding, who did a terrific job
of hosting the meetings, award' dinner
and the seminar. The facilities at the
hotel were excellent. There are several
articles to be submitted on the seminar,
so my report will concentrate on the key
issues and decisions from the meetings
for the information of members. GFA
Officers' annual reports to the ABM are
recommended reading and can be viewed
by members at [http://2009.gfa .org .aul
index.php?option=com_content&task=vi
ew&id=251&ltemid=1901 and select GFA
2009 ABM Papers.
The AGM, ABM and the following
Board meeting minutes should all be
available at that location as well by
the time of publication. The following
notes are subject to confi rmation of the
minutes by the GFA Board.
There was only one Board member
absent from the full GFA Board at
the meetings: the chairman of the
Airworthiness Department, Edwin Grech
Cumbo, due to family reasons. Over 70
members were present at the AGM .
Retirements from the Board were
Graeme Wishart (vice-president), Robert
Hart (Queensland).
The appointments to the Board for
2009-10 were :
Daryl Connell President
Phil McCann Vice- president
Ian Grant
Treasurer
Peter Gray
Chairman Operations
Panel (COP)
Maurice Little Chairman Marketing &
Development (CM&DC)
Rob Moore
Chairman Sports
Committee (CSC)
David Conway Board - SA
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Dave Boulter Board - NSW
Owen Jones Board- WA
Ian Perkins
Board - Qld
Bob Hall
Alt Board - NSW
Swain }ohnsonAlt Board - WA
Kevin Rodda Alt Board - Qld
Geoff Wood

Alt Board - SA

Finance
The treasurer presented the financial
report. Members can view the report at
[http://2009.gfa.org.aulDocsifinancial/
financiaIJeport_2009.pdf).
The auditors were reappointed:
MSI Ragg Weir - Level 2, SO Burwood
Road. Hawthorn VIC 3122

Q&A Session
A member question and answer session
was held after the close of the AGM,
during which the foll owing issues arose:
Availability of an ICAO equivalent
Glider Pilot Licence for those pilots
visiting or competing overseas,
The President informed members present
that this was a long standing issue with
CASA at a very high level but no solution
had been available from CASA at this
time. Members expressed dissatisfaction
with the situation .
ITe levy into GFA general revenue:
There was apprehension expressed by
competition pilots over the ITC levy being
put into general funds; the Vice-president
stated that the Board had decided that
the levy w ill not be isolated and that
there is a five year rolling budget for
the international teams, administered by
the sports' committee, guaranteeing the
funding of overseas competition pi lots.
Installment payments of
GFA membership:
This option had been considered, but
was assessed to be too labour intensive
for the GFA office st aff to administer.
The upcoming upgrade of the office's
administration software may provide the
option for this to be looked at again.
Parachute packing:
Members inquired about the present
position. The executive officer stated
the current situation that clubs could
nominate current APF packers as GFA
associate members, who would be
then covered by GFA Broad Based and
Contingent Liability Policies. The only
condition to this was that each such
associate member had to be named
individually on the policies. A specialised
application form for this was available
from the GFA office and the procedure
was usually completed within a couple

of working days after application . The
contribution of Chris Agnew and OAMPS
was gratefully recognised in the solution
of this issue.
Acknowledgement of seminar and
awards' dinner sponsors:
Maurice Little acknowledged and thanked
OAM PS and Dave Boulter & Associates
for thei r sponsorship of the events,
with general acclaim from the members
present.
The GFA seminar:
This was successful, another report is to
be submitted elsewhere in this or the next
issue, so I will leave it to that article to go
into details, but I would like to thank all
the presenters for their informative and
entertaining contributions.

Awards and 60th
Anniversary Dinner
There was a good turn-up on the
Saturday night for the dinner which was
not only for the awards, but celebrated
the 60th anniversary of the foundation of
GFA, making it one of the most enduring
Australian aviation organisations.
The star of the night was Roger Druce
from VMFG at Bacchus Marsh. Not only
did Roger receive the prestigious Wally
Wallington Award for sporting activities
(which he did expect on the night),
but the GFA Board awarded Roger a
GFA life membership for his continuing
contribution to the sport for over 30 years
(which was a pleasant surprise to Roger
on the night).
An international award was also
announced with an FAI Air Sport Medal
being presented to GFA life member Rob
Moore. He is only the fifth glider pilot in
Australia to be so honoured by the FAI.
Congratulations to all recipients and
well done to Anne for her continuing
work on Soaring Australia.
The recipients of awards are shown
elsewhere in this edition of Soaring
Australia.
After dinner presentations came
from Jill McCaw, New Zealand, on NZ
Youth Glide and Terry Cubley on his
participation in the last Barron Hilton Cup
meeting at the Flying M Ranch.

Business from the Sunday's
Annual Board and Following
Board Meeting
All volunteer positions were ratified as
per the GFA Articles; a full list available in
the ABM minutes.
Motion: "That part of normal GFA
business be the calling for and receipt
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of annual reports from GFA committees and officers other than
departments or Board members".CARRIED.
A motion on formalising submission of business to Board
meetings failed but the Board agreed to adopt an administrative
practice that notice of Board meetings be announced directly
to State presidents, secretaries and Board members as early as

possible.
The Board agreed to trial a Board Performance Management
and Succession Planning system in 2010.

President's Report
The President, Daryl Connell, reported on the ongoing
negotiations with CASA over the 2009-10 Deed of Agreement,
which have been friendly and cooperative. CASA has a new
Director of Air Safety, John McCormick, and have identified
Sport & Recreational Aviation as an area where they are exposed
to liability. As a result, CASA has changed the emphasis of the
Deed of Agreement from delivery of services to addressing a
schedule of risk reduction issues. This will mean a higher level of
governance by GFA. The negotiating team (president, new VP,
treasurer, CSC and CAD) have collated a risk t reatment document
for submission to CASA in the week following these meetings.
The final wording of the Deed of Agreement to be negotiated
next, with a realistic schedule and assessment of GFA resources
required . The final draft of the Deed will be submitted to the
GFA legal officer for his input prior to signing .
The quantum that CASA pays GFA for performance of this
Deed is over S110000 and so is an important part of the annual
GFA budget enabl ing the administration of the sport.
Daryl outlined the Safety Management System improvements
for members' information (see below for more detail).
An upgrade of administration software is being currently
actioned in the GFA office, which is designed to deliver further
efficiencies in member services.
GFA membership has plateaued over the last few years at
around 2400 members.
The new Glider Pilot Certificate t raining syllabus is to be
introduced after Sunday's Board meeting.
Allan Barnes was congratulated on his win at the pre-world's
club class at Prievidza in Slovakia.

Safety
In the Board meeting, Daryl Connell announced that 'Safety'
with the following three sub-items are to be standard agenda
items at all future Board and Execut ive meeti ngs:
• Serious accidents
Safety performance
Safety Management System (SMS)
The resident reported on the progress so far of the upgraded
GFA SMS. GFA is requesting resource assistance from CASA with
the introduction of the upgraded SMS.
Peter Gray (COP) advised the Board that, taking into account
the limited GFA resources available, the SMS and associated risk
management would take at least a year to fully implement, with
presentations in all states at safety seminars to all Instructors
and club presidents by the (TO/Ops and COP. The initial risk
management presentation is to be made to the GFA Executive
meeting in Melbourne on 24 and 25 October.
Phil McCann, the new Vice-president, received the handover
from the outgoing VP, Graeme Wishart of the reporting
responsibility to the Executive and Board on the GFA SMS.
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Total Hours - 350 • Total Launches - 150
Equipment includes:
Ventus 2ex serial number 101 June 2006
with the following options and equipment:
Turbo Motor housing including doors, 13 litre fuel
tank and fuel plumbing. Finished in Australia by
Peter Holmes in PolyU paint. Blue tinted canopy
• Additional Cog release. Tilt up instrument panel
• Hydraulic Disk Brake. Additional battery mount near
gear box' Battery mount in fin· Fin Tank· Gap sealing
• Tail wheel (pneumatic) • Brass wheel hub' 5hroth
Safety Harness with rotary buckle. Oxygen cylinder
mount· lIec TE tube 500mm • Sleeve for main wing
pins and log book. Tail Dolly. Wing Walker
• Tow out gear' Canopy cover
Instruments:
Airspeed indicator 57mm • Altimeter non precision
20k 57mm • 57mm card compass· Tasman electric audio
variometer w ith standby 9volt battery, 57mm
• Flarm·NAV 57mm flarm system with USB interface
• Altair Pro Glide computer. Vega variometer with
voice system • Ozflarm • Canopy antenna for Ozflarm
• Flap, dive brake and undercarriage switches
• Newly installed bug w iper system. Mountain high
oxygen system with Australian yoke and regulator option
• PTT switch stick mount· 1 x 14 AH battery nose
• 1 x 7ah Battery rear ' 1 x 7ah battery f in
• 1 x Boom M icrophone & 2 x internal speakers
• Filser ATR600 VHF transceiver
Trailer:
Fully registered, similar to a Cobra' Interior light
• Axle with brake' Automatic backup release
• V type tow bar. Hydraulic lift for fuse dolly
• Fuse dolly. Chassis made from aluminium alloy
• Spare tyre • Spare glider tyre and tube· Wing stand
Other:
1 x battery charger 14ah system. 1 x battery charger

7 ah system. Glide ratio 51:1 @ 60 knots.
The aircraft has + & . flap settings (flaperons)
on 18 metre wings (with winglets)

Asking price $160.000
To discuss further call mobile
0438371145 or 0419 989 288.
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GFA Executive Officer's Report-GFA Magazine
The results and comments were presented
by the CM&DC, followed by a Board
discussion on the issue. It was noted that
the 61% response was an exceptional
response rate to a survey. There were
several offers of professional experienced
help from GFA members responding to
the survey, Marketing & Development is
to follow up on those offers. An article
on the results of the survey can be found
elsewhere in this edition of Soaring
Australia .
The treasurer reported on discussions
on possible cooperation with Soaring
NZ. Gliding NZ was reluctant to lose
Soaring NZ's national identity, so more
consideration and debate is required by
GFA before any further discussions with
GNZ.
The Board formed a Small Action
Group (SAG) to develop options for
the future of the magazine, including
continuing with hard copy as well as an
online option.

Progress Update on Training
Syllabus Review
Peter Gray tabled the Operational
Directive (00) on the Glider Pilot

Certificate and reported that it is to
be issued as soon as possible after this
meeting. The GO/O, Kevin Olerhead, is
working on the associated review of the
GFA Operations Manual and Basic Gliding
Knowledge.
The Board ratified the release of 00
2109 - Pilot Training. Members can view
this document at [http://2009.gfa.org.au/
Docs/opS/OD_2-09.pdfJ .

Sports' Issues
The CSC, Rob Moore, reported on the
following:

Junior World Competition 2013 Bid
The site selection exercise resulted in
Narromine being selected by the Sports
Committee .
Mike Maddocks to convene the bid
committee meeti ng.
The initial bid must be su bmitted to
the IGC by 30 September 2009.
If a creditable bid cannot be
assembled, then there is the opportunity
to withdraw up to January 2010, when a
formal bid must be submitted.
A motion from the CM&DC on a
procedure for preparing such bids was
withdrawn as the Sports Committee were
addressing the issue.

Business Manager
Gliding Federation of Australia
A National Sporting Organisation
TIle Gliding Federation of Australia (GFA) is a long established notfor-profit organisation responsible for the regulatory supervision
of gliding throughout Australia. with a membership base of over
2,400 pilots and 800 registered gliders and an operating budget
approaching 51 million. TIle na1ional head office is located in
Somerton, Melbourne, with a staff of four part time employees
responsible for technical and membership services, supporting a
broad range of volunteer officers.
TIle GFA is seekin~ a Business Manager to support the President.
Executive and Board of Management in the regulation, administration, promotion and development of gliding as a sporting and
recreational activity.
l
TIle successful applicant will have demonstra1ed managerial experience, a tertiary qualifica1ion in a business related field, a good
knowledge of computer based office systems and procedures, excellent communication and interpersonal skills and the ability to work
in an unsupervised environment supporting a service system based
on volunteers. Experience in and an unders1anding of avia1ion while
not essential would be beneficial.
TIIis position is located in Somerton, Melbourne. Remuneration and
hours of work (60% - 100"k) will be negotiated with the successful
applicant based on experience.
For further details on duties and application procedures, please contact:

Marcia Cavanagh, Secretary GFA
level 1/34 Somerton Rd, Somerton VIC 3062
Phone: 03 9303 7805
Send an application with a resume and details of three referees to
<secretaryOsec.gfa.org.au> by close of business on 1B November 2009.
GFA is an equal opportunity employer
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Australian
Qualifying Grand
Prix
Site selected is
Boonah, Queensland.
The airfield has been
recently widened
considerably and
is now considered
suitable for the
numbers involved in a
grand prix operation.

General Business
Separate ABM and
Board Meetings
- are separate
meetings required?
After discussion of
the Boa rd Paper on
the subject, the Board
decided to keep the
format of separating
the mostly procedural
annual board meeting
from a following
'normal' Board
meeting.
The executive
officer agreed to
collate checklists of
actions and deadlines
to endeavour to

minimise confusion over AGM, ABM and
Board meeting preparation and agendas.

New Associations Act (Vic) Briefing
The Board reviewed the changes in the
Act, facilitated by the CM&DC.

Changes to GFA Articles of
Association to be presented for
approval at 2010 AGM.
Arising out the previous item, the Board
reviewed a Board paper prepared by the
CM&DC.
Also reviewed were the proposed
changes to Article 12 e) reference terms
of office.
The Board agreed that the proposed
change to Article 12 e) should reflect the
original intent of the article, in that it was
to limit to five years holding a position.
Board-WA was requested to review in
detail the article change documentation
in consu ltation with the CM&DC:
• to col/ate and present draft changes
to the GFA Articles to the February
GFA Board meeting, with the
objective of actioning the changes at
the September 2010 Annual General
Meeting in Brisbane.
A motion from the CM&DC addressing
the conduct of GFA seminars was
withdrawn as the secretary and CM&DC
were working on guidelines.
SAGA requested inclusion of State
presidents on the GFA Board email list
to faci litate communication between
the GFA and the regions. It was agreed
that State presidents be included in
appropriate communications at the
discretion of the president.
The president proposed a vote of
thanks to the outgoing vice-president,
Graeme Wishart, for his years of service
to the Board; passed unanimously with
acclamation.
It was really good to catch up with
so many of the membership in Sydney;
these AGM/seminars have been a real
innovation for GFA. If you haven't been
to one, start planning to go to the one in
Brisbane in September next year.
All the best for the Form 2s and the
new soaring season,
Keep looking and Keep It Safe!

....,....

GFA EXECUTIVE OFFICER

John Welsh
10 Merton Road, Roleystone WA 611 1
Email: <EO@sec.gfa .org.au>
EO Blog now on the
GFA websit e under 'News'.
Mobile: 0417 945981 (Next G)
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G PC: HAVE YOU GOT YOU,RS?
Terry Cub ley

THE NEW GLIDER PILOT CERTIFICATE WAS FORMALLY LAUNCHED ON TUESDAY, 1S SEPTEMBER, AND
MARKS AN IMPORTANT STEP IN CHANGING OUR FOCUS TOWARDS DEVELOPING SOARING SKI LLS
FOR PILOTS.
his is a major mindset change
which requires a whole new
approach to our training of
pilots, and the benefits for
individuals, clubs and the movement
could be very significant.
So, what is d ifferent? Many would
argue that we have been doing th is for
years, that the post-solo syllabus used
by many clubs already exists. But we
know that our old approach just wasn't
working, that people were getting fed
up with the instructing solo treadmil l and
many were leaving before find ing out
what the post-solo syllabus had to offer.
So the key difference, and what is
crit ical for the effective introduction of
the GPC, is that the soaring elements of
the syllabus must be introduced as early
as possible, certainly pre-solo. The soaring
elements can be delivered by instructors
and coaches (provided the coach has
a current AEI rating). The soaring and
flying, along with the safety skills all form
part of the total package, and shou ld be
delivered as such . Solo may actually be
delayed but it is only one of (although an
important milestone) the many steps on
the way towards the GPc.
If clubs ignore this key difference then
they will not gain any benefit from the
GPC and probably their new members
will wander away just the same as their
predecessors.

T

Where do I get information?
The GFA web page has numerous links to
the GPC information - which includes the
Operational Directive (which shows the
new rules), the application form and the
syllabus o utl ines. These outlines expla in
clearly what is expected for each of the
soaring aspects of the GPC syllabus: what
performance standard pilots need to
achieve to get credit for the GPc.
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Do I qualify for the GPO
Many experienced pilots already meet
the requirements for the GPC, and they
are encouraged to apply now! It is a
simple process and you wil l receive
evidence and recognition of your skills
as a soaring pi lot.
The application form is quite easy;
although you do need to include a
photograph so the GPC ca rd is definitely
yours (the office prefers an electronic
photo). You just need to declare that you
meet all requirements of the GPC syllabus,
and then get the cha irman of the train ing
panel to validate this.
Aspects like having a level 1 Independent Operator rating, a DI certificate etc
are quite simple to prove, as are most of
the solo and safety
aspects. It is the newer
coaching aspects of
the GPC that are not
so obvious. Members
should review the
syllabus outlines to
fully understand what
level of performance
is required . So the
ability to centre a
thermal consistently
within two turns, the
abil ity to navigate,
an ability to use flight
instruments and
Flarm, proven ability
to thermal with other
gliders etc a re all
core requirements.
If you already do all
of these then sign
your application
and get your GPc.
If there a re aspects
that you haven't yet
mastered, then it is
a great opportunity
to get some coaching
to finally qualify for
your GPc.

What is happening next?
The OPS panel and coach ing panel are
working with instructors and coaches
to ensure that all fu lly understand the
requirements of the GPC, and that they
review their training techn iques to better
deliver these requirements.
Members should expect to get advice
from the club training panel and
individual instructors/coaches as to how
they can be supported to develop these
core soaring skills. With the main soaring
season now underway, there shou ld be
no reason why any member cannot get
the support and development they
need to qual ify for the GPc.
...."
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Contact Addresses
• • • • • • • • • •
GFA

Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St Mt Wavertey VIC 3149,
03 9B021098.
Gliding Queensland

Southern Tablelands Gliding Club
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,
02 62973504.
South West Slope Soaring P/L
181 fishers la, Bendick Murrell NSW 2803,
048B 531216.

4178,07 3B348311, 0417162621.

Sydney Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 633, camden NSW 2570, 0412145144.
Temora Gliding Club

NSW Gliding Association

PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666, 02 69772733.

C/· Treasurer, 67 Glenora St. Wynnum QLD
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The Secretary, Yanko Ave, WenlWorth
falls NSW 27B2, 02 68892733, 02
68891250, Trs: 0407459581.
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicenl SA 5280, 08 8733421,
0427 977218. '
Victorian Soaring Association
4/139 Roberts S~ Essendon VIC 3040,
03 B383534O, 03 93355364.

Gliding Queensland

2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QLD 4108, 07 33324851 ,
0415150%5.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QLD 4570,
0754867247,0412719797.

Vintage Gliders Australia

Boonah Gliding Club Incorporated

22 Eyre St, Bal")'n VIC 3103, 03 9B175362.
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,
08 932B2511 , 08 94449505.

164 Depol Rd, 800nah QLD 4310,
0754632630,0408 BI6164.
Bundaberg Gliding Incorporated

PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,
07 41579558, 0417 071157.
Byron Bay Gliding Inc
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield,
Tyagarah, NSW 2481, 0414 558794,
0266844244, 0414558794 .

NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) P.light Australia

a· RSheehan, 176 Macquarie Grove Rd, ca.oo.n
NSW 2570, 042) 977127, 02 46553171.
Bathurst Soaring Club

Byron Bay Gliding Pl

PO Box 16B2, Bathurst NSW 2795,
02 63371180 (weekend), 0427 470001 .
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra AO 2601 ,
02 64523994,0428523994.

1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield, Tyaga·
rah, NSW 2481 , 02 66847572, 0423 787398.
Byron Gliding Club Incorporated

PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481,
02 66847621.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0418713903.

Central Coast Soaring Club

PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 22S0,
0243639111 ,0243844074, 0412844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
Cf. Marthews folbigg, Level 7, 10·4 Smith
SI, Parramatta NSW 2150, 02 96357966,
02 %357966. :
Grafton Gliding Club
16 fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
02 6654163B, 0403 088551 .
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co·op Ltd
PO Box 9, Newcastle NSW 2300,
02 95342884.

Central Queensland Gliding Club

PO 80x 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,
0749331178.
Darling Downs Soaring Club

Levell, 1 Swann Rd, Taringa QLD 4068,
0746637140,0409 507847.
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 722, Cooroy QLD 4563, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club

lake Keepit Soaring Club

PO Box 91, Kingaroy QLD 4610, 07 41622191,
0438 179163.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265,
042B 360144.

234 Keepit Dam Rd, lake Keepit NSW 2340,
0267697514. :
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69533B25.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.

North Queensland Soaring Centre

PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2B21 ,
0268892733,04182701B2.

PO Box 1743, Aitkenville QLD 4814,
0500 811 011.

Orana Soaring Club Inc.

PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821 ,
0268897373, 041B 270182.
RAAf Richmond Gliding Club
MAf Base, Richinond NSW 2755,
0245873214.
RAAf Williamtown Gliding Club
GO Mr G R Lee,:10 federation Dr, Medowie
NSW 2318, 02 49829334.

Pacific Soaring

PO Box 259, Caboolture QLD 4510,
07 54994997, 07 54994805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring

PO Box 144, Warwick QLD 4310, 07 3B348311 .
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.

SCQut Association NSW Gliding

PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877.

G· Bob G 8alfoor, BO Malvern St Panania
N5W 2213, 02 96951100.
Soar Narromine Pty ltd
PO Box 56, Na"omine NSW 2B21,
02 68891856, 0419 9923%.

Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Incorporated

Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.
Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 510B,
0883805137, 0429805137.
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT OB71 ,
0889526384,0417530345.

Southern Cross Gliding Club

PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
02 46558882,0417 705997 (emergency).

• •• • • •
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Australian Junior Gliding Club

61A Balfour St, Nailsworth SA 5083,
0417 421650.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, 8alaklava SA 5461, 08 88645062.
Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
0885640240, 0488 841373.
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268,
OB 87521321, 0409 693027.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 52BO,
0881333421 , 0427977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Victor Harbor SA 5211 ,
0885543543, 0409 677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club

PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 0821,
OB 89412512.
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341,
OB 85951422, 0417 890215.
Scout Gliding Club
22 Bufford Crescent, Redwood Park SA
5097, 08 82895085, 0418 815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club

PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 85412644.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box S56, Whyalla SA S6OO,
0886452619,0413127825.
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)

Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wadonga VIC 3689.
Beaulort Gliding Club
41 Ruby St, Essendon VIC 3040,
03 93376095, 0421 803156 .
Bendigo Gliding Club
PO Box 846, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54423459.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy Bay TAS 7005,03 62267615.
Cloud Riders Ply Ltd
C/. 18 Wyndham S~ Werribee VIC 3030,
0397413142,0429351234.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Oerrinallum

VIC 3325, 03 55939277.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340,
03 933B5925, 0409 212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3671,03 57621058,
0429 950580.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710,
0417514438.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491.
0427 315845.
latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,
03 512210Bl, 0407 839238.
Mangalore Gliding Club
PO Box 208 Nagambie VIC 3608,
0357985512, 0428635717.
Melbourne Motor Gliding Club

n

PO Box 278, Dingley Village VIC 31
0418 511557.
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,
0260591417,0402075131.
Murray Valley Soaring Club ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036,
0400 244578.

Membership:

Normal

Family

Short·term membership:1 Month "' 3 Month·

Soaring Club Of Tasmania

NSW

5205
5210
5212
S210
Pl0

5164
5169
5171
5169
5169

QueenslandlVictoria
New South Wales
South Australia
Western Australia

34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,
03 6243750B.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, I.eongalha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.

Victoria
South Australia

Queensland
Western Australia

Student membership: Full

Family

NSW

584.50
5B9.50
591.50
589.50
5B9.50

Queensland

5125.50
5130.50
5132.50
S130.50

Western Australia

~130. 50

Victoria
South Australia

I

557
562
569
567

"'Note: Once only purchase to Australian residents,

thereaher 12 months membership to be purchased
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees:
Zone Country

Price

1
2
3
4
5

551
S51
S51
574

New Zealand
Singapore

Japan, Hong I«>ng, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America, South Africa
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572
577
584
582

Southern Riverina Gliding Club

PO Box 32, Tocumwal, NSW 2714,
0358743052,0358742914.
SportAviation Ply ltd

Sunraysia Gliding Club

PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,
0350257335,0448293927.

WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets

7 Wing HQ, MAf Base Pearce BUlisbrook
WA 6084, 08 95717800.
Beverley Soaring Society

PO Bo, 136, Beverley WA 6304,
0894595719,0437377744.
Gliding Club of Western Australia

PO Bo' 6231 , East Perth WA 6892,
0892212164,0411992806 (weekends).
Morawa Gliding Club

PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,
0898811795 (weekends), 0407 08B314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
G· Peter Hardy· Atkin~ 8 Parker St, Lockyer.
AlbanyWA6330, 08 98428816, 0408 842616.

• • • • • • • • • •
HGFA

All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals. short
term memberships. rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office

40·60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, ph: 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au).
HGFA General Manager

Chris fogg, PO Box 258, Helensburgh
NSW 2508, phlfax 02 4294 9300, 0417
766356, <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>.
Information about site ratings. sites and

other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or dub.
Board Members 2008 to 2010

Pres: Rob Woodward 0408 B08436 <fob_
woodward@ultimatepositioning.com>
V-Pres: Alex Jones <aa .jones@bigpond.

net.au>.
Sec: John Twomey <johntvhpa@hotmaiL

com>.
Trs: Rael Mackay 0408 994104
<raefon72@msn.com>.
Board Members:
Peter Dower <peter.dower@campbelltown.
nsw.gov.au>. 0413 484471 .
Trac.ey Hayes dnfo@azurephotography.

com.au>, 0418 %37%.
Peter Wennerson <pwenn@optusnet.com.

au>, 0414 333393.
States & Regions

ACTHPA
LPO Box B339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200;
[www.acthpa.org). Pres: Matthew Smilh
<matt.taet@gmail.com> 0402 905554;
V-Pres: Nic Welbourn <niC@corinbank.

com> 0422 783763; Trs: Kristina Smith
<kd,mith71@gmail.com> 0407 905554;
Sec Nit Siefken <Nicolas.Siefken@ausport.
gov.au> 0418 421683; Committee: Miguel
Cruz <pyro_gest@hotmail.com> 0432
987819. Andrew Luton <andrewluton@
hotmail.com> 0404 254922; Publk Officer:
Barry Oliver <Barry.Oliver@anu.edu.au>

0407 825819; Meetings: 1sl Thu/month
7.30pm Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO 80x 146, Midland, WA 6936
.

Gate 10, Babingtons Rd, Tocumwal Airport,

Tocumwal NSW 2714, 03 58742734,
0427534122.

Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594, 03 50376688.
Tumbarumba Gliding Club
G· Judds Engineering P/l., PO 80x 5283,
Wagga NSW 2650, 02 69251642, 0428 251642.
VMfG
GPO Box 1096, Melbourne VIC 3001 ,
0402 2B192B or 03 98486473 (h).
Wagga Wagga Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 613, Wagga MatlretpJac.. Wagga
Wagga NSW 2650, 0427 205624.

<hgawa@hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>;V-Pres:
Alex Jones <aa.jones@bigpond.net.au>;
Trs: Greg lowry <g.lowry@iinet.netau>;
Sec: Mirek Generowia <mgeneroW@
optusnet.com.au>; Trs: Colin Brown 0407

700378, «obrown@bigpond.com>.
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NSW HG and PG Association
PO Box 341 , Ourimbah NSW 1158, [www.
nswhpa.orgj. Pres: Javi.r A1var.z 0418
116681 , <president@nswhpa.org>; V-Pres:
Nir Eshed 0413 411494, <vice-pr.,ident@
nswhpa.org>; Sec: Paul Cox 041t 071897,
«oxy@ccparagliding.com.au>;Trs: John Selby
0414118391, <tr.asurerOnswhpa.org>.
North Queensland HG Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QW 4881 . Pres: Bob ~
0438710881 <rohayes@optuSnetcorn.au>;VPres: John Creswell 0400 111161 ; Se<lTrs:Tracey
H<I}t!S. PO 80x 608, Kuranda QW 4881, 0418
963796 <info@azurepllotography.com.au>.
Queensland HG Association
Pr.,: Greg Hollands <greg .• hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61 , Canungra
QLD 4175 07 38448566.
South Australian HGJPGJMl Association
SAHGA Inc. dO PO Box 6160, Hallifax St,
Adelaide SA. All .mail: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com>. Pres: Stuart McClure 0418100796;
Se<lTrs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net[. Pr..: Boris Marold 0407
564422, <borismarold@dodo.com.au>; VPres: Pete Steane <psteaneCvtown,com.au>;
SecJTrs: Jason Wiersma 044B 199937, <jason.
wiersma@gmail.com>. Northern TAS info:
Richard Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438 593998,
<northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO 80x 157, Northcot. VIC 3070, [www.
melbourne.vhpa.org.aul) , Pres: Martin Halford
<pr.,id.nt@Vhpa.org.au> 0434 417500; Trs:
Rob Parker <treasurer@vhpa.org.au> 0415
316861; Sec: Steve Pool. <secr.tary@vhpa.
org.au> 0419 573311 ; SO: Hamish Bark.r
<hamish.barker@gmail.com> 0437 137893;
5it. Oev: Mark Pike <mark.pike@baesyst.m.
com>; Committee: Glenn Bachelor <hangliding
@netspace.n.tau>, Stephen l.ak <sleak75@
gmail.com>, Julie Sheard <jsheard@ihug.com.
au>, Jan Bennewitz <jan.befre.vitz@gna.com>.
Clubs
NATIO NAL
The Pico Club Incorporated
61 Anderson Streel, Easl Geelong VIC 3119
Pr.s: Ricky Clarke 0409 955089, <riclarke@
ncable.net.au>; V-Pres: Andrew Shipley; Sec
Andrew McCarthy 043B 061596, <amaccart4
@lpg.com.au>, Trs: Thomas Dahmen.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au) . Pres: Andy McMurray
(PG 50) <andyonalaya@yahoo.com.
au>, 0418 866737; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
(HG SO) -dorbesy@virginbroadband.com.
aU>, 0411376680; SedEd:AI.x Drew
(PG SO) <dalexand'r@med.usyd.edu.
au>, 0413 696677; Trs: Allan Bush (HG
SSO) <bethandallan@bigpond.com>, 0407
B14514; Comp Oir: Mark Stewart (PG 50)
<artik_mark@yahoo.com.au>, 0411 596345,
Comp: lnd and last Sunday of .ach month.
Meetings: Contact committee.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
PO Box 3106, Bat.au Bay NSW 1161, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com}. PreslSSO: Javier
Alvarez 0418116681 <javieralvarez@y7mail.
com>; V-Pres: J.ff T.rry 0416191545 <jeff@
survivalsolutions.com.au>; Sec: Julie Terry 0411
567825. <julie@survivalsolutions.com.au>;
Trs: Paul Cox 0417 355897, «oxy@ccpara
gliding.com.au>, SSOs: Paul Cox 0417
355B97, Javier Alvar.z 0418 116681.
Meetings: 1st Thulmonth, 7:30pm, Erina
leagues Club, Ilya Av., Erina.
Dusty O.mons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court. Ngunnawal, AU 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486. <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: I'!ter Dall 041B 813746,
<peter.dall@casa,com.au>; Trs: Michael Poner
0415910444; SSO: I'!I.r Oall 0418 813746.
Hunl.r Skysailors Paragliding Club
PreslSSO: Jame<; Thompson 0418 686199,
<jamesflys@gmail.com>;V-Pres: Brent
leggen 0408 816455, <br.nl@llashm •.
co.au>; Sec: Albert Hart 0411 647013,
<albert.hart@bigpond.com>; Meetings: last
Tuelmonth, 7pm, H.xham Bowling Club.
lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
17a Palerson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 041B 151111 <ch.tcutil@
bigpond.com>; Sec John Parsons; SSO: TIm
Causer 0418433665 <limcaiJOozemail.com.au>.
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Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
(www.homesl.ad.comlkapc); Pres: Micha.1
Port.r 0415 910444 <Michael.Port.rejllrtd.
corn. au>; V-Pres: James Ryrie 0161610115
<James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Mourant
01 48464144 <tully@ispd,net.au>.
Manilla SkySaiiors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 1346, [www.mss.
org.auJ . Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey W.nness
01 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>. Sec Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@holmaH.com>, SSO
(HG) Patrick Lenders 01 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmail.com>, SSO (WM): Willi Ewig
01 67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigell.l.an 0419 441597; SSO: lee
Scon 0419 844961 .
N.wcastl. Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 1192; [www.
nhgc.asn.auJ. Pres: Sluart Coad <president@
nhgc.asn.au> 0408 524862; V-Pres: Dawson
Brown 0419 675475; Sec: Simon Plinl 0407
613701, <SimonPlint@newcastle.edu.au>;
Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070; SOs:
Coast.;l- Tony Barton 0411 607815, Inland Scott Barr.tt 0415 847108, John O'Donohu.
01 49549084, PG - James Thompson 01
49468680; Newsl.tter: David St.;fford 01
49115831 <edilor@nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings:
lastWed/monlh 7:30pm South N.wcastle
RlC, llewellyn SI, Mereweth.r.
North.rn Seaches HG Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 1103. Pr.,:
I'!ler Rundle <sf17mz@gmail.com>;
V·Pres: Sr.tt Coupland 0409 161616,
<nbf@Whirlwind.com.au>; Sec.: Alexander
Drew 0413 696677, <dalexanderemed.
usyd.edu.au>; CEO: Jud. Ho <heyjud.ho@
bigpond.com>; Trs: Steve Nagle <steve.
nagle@gmail.com>: Committee: Rohan
Taytor <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. Graeme
(ran <crannie@ccparagliding.com.au>.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 116, 8yron 8ay NSW 1481 ; [www.
nrghpgc.net[. Pres: Cedar Anderson 0429
070380 «edar@poliglid•.com>;V-Pr.s: Brian
Rushlon 0417 615950 <byronair@oplusnet.
com.au>; Sec: Maureen McEneaney 0413
166548 <maureen_mceneaney@yahoo.com:>;
Trs: Paul Gray <paraluap@hotmail.com>;
SSO (PG): lindsay Woolen dindsaywoon.n@
bigpond.com>, 0417110993; SSO (HG):
Andrew Polidano. Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
7pm, Byron Services Club.
51anwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 158 Hel.nsburgh NSW 1508; Pres:
Peler W.nn.rst.n 0414 333393, <president
@flyslanwell.com>; Sec: Nir Eshed <member
ship@flystanwell.com>; Trs: Adrian le Gras
0400 001181 , <tr.asurff@flyst.;nwell.com>;
M/ship: Robert Seckold <m.mbership@
flyst.;nwell.com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408
B64083, <SSO@fIystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pr.,: Peler Dow.r 0413 484471 , <pete,
dow.r@campbelllown.nsw.gov.au>;Trs:
John S.lby 01 93447931, <johns.lbyOidx.
com.au>; Sec: Susanne Uersch 0403 062625,
<Susann'.li.rsch@AOA.NESTlE.COM>;
SO: Ooug 001., Bruc. Wynn.; SSO: K.n
510thard. Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, 7:30pm
Endeavour Hotel, Botany.
NORTHERN TERR ITORY
Alic. Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Ricky Jon., 0406 O9B354, <redcenlr.
paragliding@yahoo.com>, cont.;ct for paramOloring, PG ridge soaring and thermal flying.
QUEENSLAND
Caboollur. Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzi. QLO 4156. Pres:
Der.k Tr.main 07 33957563, <d.r.kjoOgil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cressw.1I 07 34103154,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; so: Graham Roberts
07 31676661, <lrike@Lpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns QLD 4870. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710881 <rohayes@oplusn.t.com.
au>; V-PreslSO: Brett Colli.r 0431 151150
<brettcollier@bigpond.com>; Sec: lanc.
Keough,31 Holm S~ Ath.rton QLO 4883,
0740911117: Trs: Nov Akers 07 40531586.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41 , Canungra QlD 4175; [www.chgc.
asn.auj. Pres: Phil Mcintyre <president@chgc.
asn.au>; V-Pres: lee Panerson <VKepresident

AIlL CLUBS PtEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SEatON CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs pl.... ensure they maintain the correct and ,""en.' ""tails of their Ex~utiv.
Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific attenlJOO IS directed 10 the hs~ng of
SSOs and 50s for the Club> Pie... ALL CLUBS and nominaled Senior SOS and SOs confirm
AU SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Offic. <offkeOhgfa.asn.au> 10 .nsure thaI
those holding these appointments have il listed on the Membership Database.and can receive
notices and CotTespondence as required. Appointment of these officers IS required to be
.ndorsed by Clubs in writing on the approprial. form. Sometime in the fulure ij .confirmation
is not received. those listed in the Database ....mere no current forms or confirmation IS held,
the appointm.nl will be taken as having expired.
General Manager, HGFA
@chgc.asn.au>; Sec: Mark Kropp <secretaryC
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Brandon O'Oonnell
<treasurer@chgcasn.au>; Ed: Cameron
McN.iII 0419 706316; G.n-Exec: Greg
Hollands <g.m@chgc.asn.au>; S50 PG:Phil
Hyst.k 07 55434000 (h), 0418155317 <sso
@chgc.asn.au>; SSO HG: lee Patt.rson
0417 015731 <sso@chgc.asn.au>.
C.nlral Qu •• nsland Skyriders Club Inc.
'Th. Lagoons' Com.t River Rd, Com.t QLD
4701. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec
Jam., Low. 0418 963315, <j.loweOcqu.
edu.au>; Trs: Adrienn. Wall 07 49361699,
<jaw12@bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall
0417 177/37, <jonathon.a.wall@t.am.
lelslra.com>; 5S0: Bob Pilley 0439 740187,
07 49387607. Towing Bilaela: Paul Barry
0749911865, <prbanry@tpg.com.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Flyers Inc.
[www.conondalexdlyers.asn.au/). Pres: Carl
Forst.r 0411 135753; Sec: O.nis Davis 0418
130375; Trs: 5t.v. Slocker 0411116733; 5S0
(PG/PPG) Graham Suth.rland 0419 935881,
(MHG) Frank Fontain. 0408 556113.
Oalby Hang Gliding Club
17 Mizzen St ManlyWesl QlD 4179. Pres:
Daron 'Boof' Hodd.r 0431140610, <daron@
aclad.com.au>; V-Pr.,: Nick Purcell 0414
779191 , <n.purcell@optusnet.com.au>;
SedTrs: Annie Crerar 0418 711821, <annie.
bruce@bigpond.com>; SSO: Jason 'Yoda' R.id
0414193911, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>.
Fly Killarn.y Inc.
PreslSSO: Undsay Wootten 0417 110993,
<lindsaywoott.n@bigpond.com>; V-Pres:
Alistair Gibb 0414 577131, <11thhourOiin.t
n".au>; SedTrs: Sonya Fardell 0415 156156,
<s.fard.lI@uq.edu.au>.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 117, Rainbow B.ach QlD 45Bl ;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Col. 0408 410808, 075455 4661 ; V-Pres
&sso (HG): David Cookman 0427 49B753;
V-Pres (PG): T.x 8eck 0407 138017; Trs:
Gary AII.n 0417756878; Sec: Janin. Krauchi
0438701110; (HG): David Cookman 0417
498573, 07 54498573; SSO (PG): J.anluc l.jaille 0418 754157, 07 54863048 &
Jonathan Allen 0438 10751B, 07 54748169.
Wick.d Wings Club
Toowoomba & D~trict PG/HG Club Inc. t 90
Drayton S~ laidley QlD 4341. Pres: Pel.r
Schwenderling 0417 461347 <sw.ndol@big
pond.n.,.au>; Trs: Richard Cook 0417 805960
<richardtc@aapt.net.au>; Sec: Troy littow
044B 456607 <lroylitzow@optusn.t.com.au>.
Whitsundays HG Club
Contact: Henryk Wojcik 07 49550153 (hI.
0403715961, <hmwoj53@bigpond.n.t.au>;
5ecfTrs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49551913, fax:
0749555111, <silework@bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA
Tasmanian HG80PG A5s. (see States & Regions)
VIUORIA
Oynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Dale
Appleton 0408 381635; SSO: Rob van d.r
Kloost.r 0408 335559. M••,ings: 1st FrU
month, venue see [www.hgfa.asn.aul- dynaJ.
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 5178, South M.lboum. VIC 3105
[www.mhgc.asn.auJ. Pres: Gabriel Toniolo
0407544511 , <gabri.l.toniolo@hotmail.
corn>; Sec Peter Davies 0400 883155,
<pd33715@hotmail.com>; Trs: Greg StrOOI
0402473113, <greg.stroot@ozonline.com.au>;
550: Peter Holloway 0408 516805, dnfo@
freedomairsport>com.au>. Meelings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tow.r Hotel, 6B6 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn East VIC 3113.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pr.s: Kart Texl.r 041B 385144, <pr.,idenl@
nevhgc.n.t>; Sec: William 8rooks 0409
411791 , <secr.tary@nevhgc.n.t>; Trs:Tony
Kenney 0411138039, <tr.asur.r@novhgc.
net>; M/ship: Rod Oldfi.ld 0411911669,
<membership@nevhgc.n.t>; SSO/Comps: Karl
Texler 0418 385144, <brighMCn.tc.net.

au>; S50/Comms: &ian W.bb 0417 530971;
Meelings: [www.hgfa.asn.aut-nevhgd].
Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.sicyhighparagliding.orgJ; Pres: Steve
leak <p<es@skyhighparagliding.org.au>,
0409 553401; V-Pres: Martin Hafford <Vp@
sicyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0434 417500;
Trs: Julie Sheard <Ires@skyhighparagliding.
arg.au>, 0415 717'144; Sec Phillyng <SeC@
sicyhighparagliding.org.au>,0411 135894;
M'ship: Loz Pozzani <mem@skyt1ighparagliding.
org...>, 0411 389839; Nov Rep: Katy
Torolcfaivy <nOV@sk)!lighparagliding.org.
au>, 04081S0249;Web: Pete Candid<
<Wffi@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0400
560653; Safety: Carolyn Oenn~ <Saf.tyO
sicyhighparagiiding.0f9.au>, 0417 555063;
Committee: SIeve PobIe 0419 573 311 .
Meetings: lsI Wed/n1onth 8pm Retr.at Hotel,
116 Nicholson S~ AllPotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http://hom •.vicnet.net.aul- stciubn. Pres:
Mark Howard 0419 855850 <mark.howard@
auspost.com.au>; ViPres: Ken Jelleff <kenj@
j.lfor.com.au>; SedFd: Kelvin Glare 0411
060706 <kalkat@optusnet,(om.au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <dean@ultimate.netau>. Meetings:
lnd Tu./month 8pm Manning-ham Club, 1
Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
Western Victorian 'Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 91, S.aufor! VIC 3373. [www.wvhgc.
(omJ. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0419 301850,
<campbell.p@giant1net.au>; V·Pres:Anthony
Meechan 0407 163796, <meeks65@yahoo.
com.au>; Sec ~I. Guy 0438 368518,
<rachelle.guy@cgu.tom.au>; Trs: Richard
Carstairs 0409 066860. <rcal'5tairs@
optushom•. com.au;'; SSO: Rohan Hollkamp
0408 678734 <Rohan@dynamicfiight.com.
au>. Meetings: last SaVmonth, The Golden
Age HOI.I, B.aufort 7pm.
WESTERN AUSTRALI A
Albany HG & PG Cl ub
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0417 950556; Sec John
Middleweek 08 98411096, fax: 08 9841/096.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 11 Hillside' Crs. Mayland> WA 6051 .
Pres: Mike Annear 0400 775173 <mike@
mikeannear.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407
oo3059<1rornes@bigpond.com>; Trs: Colin
Brown 0407 700378 «obrown@bigpond.
corn>; Committee: Shelly H.inrich 0418
935461 <sheIlheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod
Merigan 0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net
au>, Cliv. Salvidge 0401140038 «Iive@iinet
notau>, Julien M.nager 0413 819346 <luli.n.
me@gmail.com>; 50s: John Carman, Nigel
5parg. Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: last
Tues/month, 7:30pm Osborne Park Bowling
Club. Park S~ Tuart Hill.
Goldfields OUst Devils Inc.
[www.dust<levils';t.;ljstralia.orgJ. Kalgoorti.:
Pres/SSO: MurrayWQOd <muz.171@bigpond.
n.t.au>, 08 90115771; TrslSO: Richard Breyley
<richard.breyiey@klJrl.com.au>, 0417 986896;
Sec Anlony Corbett -<anlony.corbett@rapallo.
corn.au> 0439 943841 . Perth: SSO: Mark StDi<oe
<Mark.Stokoe@heaith.wa.gov.au>0414931461 .
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hilffiy@tpg.com.a.l>. PreslSSO: Rick Williams
0417057961 ; SedS50: Gary B.nnel 041/
611680; 5S0: Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386,
Mike Ipkendanz 08 91551397, Dav. Longman
0893859469. MeeUngs held on sile during
club fly-ins ., York, Toodyay.
Western Microlig~t Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0<\lI7 551361; V-Pr.,: Keith
M.II 08 97971169; Sec: Paul Coffey 0418
504185; eFl: Br.ndan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers •
<Wshgc@hgfa.asn.<$J>, PO Box 483, Mt
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Michael Ouffy
<lehanggliding@glT\ilil.com>; V-Pr.,: Jason
Kath <jason . kath@y~hoo. com . au>; Se<lTrs:
Mir.k Generowiu ~17 778180, <mgenerow@
optusnetcOlll,au>; SSOS: Shaun Wallace, Gavin
Nicholl~ Matty Coull, Rick William~ Michael
Ouffy. Meetings: See [http://au.group'yahoo.
comlgrouplwestem_soarerst].
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NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS

All advertisements and payment can be sent to'
The Gilding federation of Australia Inc{Advertising
level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062

Ph. 03 9303 7805, Fax: 03 9303 7960

Email: <AdvPrtising@sec.gfa.org.du>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution
(300dpi at 100% size) using

rtF or EPS formats.

Photographs may be provided in either photo print
or slides. l ow resolution digitals are not suitable.
Photographs, s lides or disks may be returned. Please
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope

for the return of any promotional material
All GFA advertisements must be pa id tor prior to
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or

credit card). Don't forget Classifieds deadline is the
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
For current advertising fees, go to Iwww.gfa.org.auJ.

I
Single-se~ter

Sailplanes

ASH-25 VH-GOA in very good condition. It has
three (incl. 08109) National Championships & many
loo0km fl ights to its credit. Zander SR940 Navlvario
system both cockpits, GP940 IGC logger, oxy both
cockpits, full rigginglgroundhandling kit Comet
trailer in good,condition. Expressions of interest
to Paul Mand~r <paul@mander.net.au>.
Astir C5 with refurbished covered trailer. Good
aircraft to fly. Needs some gel coat work on wings,
but flies well without. Basic instruments, Just out
of Form 2, Pb0419 818315 or <info@gliding.
inbundy,com.au>,
ASW 17 complete enclosed trailer & instruments
now in Australia, S39500 Ph: Brad Edwards 0427
202535 or 02 67711733.
I
ASW 20B competition ready with Flarm & good
instruments. No accident history, Form 2 due 08/10,
1600 hrs, New aluminium trailer. For further info ph:
0409307576 or <jaman@dodo,com.au>,
Discus A ZBK. Excellent condition. Cambridge
instruments, Flarm, PDA, great trailer. Full set-up,
nothing to do but fly. 1000km machine. S65000,
QLD based, Ph: 0430 480608 or <heath@
webadventure~,com.au>.

ES59 Arrow VH·GNK. Two piece wing, nose wheel,
wing root sealed. This is a one of a kind ES59,
lovingly maintained, Basic instruments & radio.
88kg max pilot weight. Undergoing 40-yearly. Cfw
basic uncovered unregistered trailer.
Jantar 1 19"1 VH-GOD. Good condition, Tasman
vario & datapack with Flarm to drive PDA, refinished
wings, all tow·out gear, enclosed trailer at S19000,
Ph: 0438 047985.
Jantar 2 Std ,VH-IUD, Good condition, winglets,
good instrumerts, Flarm, recently completed Form 2
& ready for the soaring season with all tow-out gear
& enclosed trailer at S25000. Ph: 0438 047985.
I
Jantar Std VH-IZl 1750 hrs, 1000 landings.
Good clean condition. Microair radio, Borgelt
instrumentation, canopy hinge, Well thought out
trailer & all tow·out gear, Competitive Standard
Class performance at BOOOO. Also available: hangar
lake Keepit S10OO0. Ph: Paul 0404 851876,
Junior 51 -1 VH-XOJ, 2688 hrs, Cambridge electric
& PZl mechanical varia, Geneva 100ch radio, 2688
hr~ 2284 launches, inspection. Very good condition
S18500. Ph : 03, 95214942,

Kestrel 19m 44:1 (wet), 43:1 (dry), only three
prior owners, 2257 hrs, 598 landings, excellent
appearance, new National 425 parachute, nice
factory·build FRP trailer, incl, hangar at Beverley
airfield, complete tow-out set, tail chute, fully
flapped, new battery, new Borgelt B400, new
Garmin GPS 60, recently overhauled AH, oxygen
system with panel mounted bottle pressure, fully
Mylar sealed, fresh Form 2, 70 litre water capacity,
watering equipment full covers set. $29000 incl,
free delivery to Victoria, Ph: Paul 08 94674241 ,
libelle 201 B Sn 454, VH-GCJ. Good condition,
new canopy, new panel with Borgelt vario, Flarm
& LX 20 GPS logger. New tyres, waterbag, & dw
tow-out gear & good trailer. Also parachute & wing
covers. For more details ph: Nigel 02 66243999,
libelle GAK, very good condition, proven performer, fully competition instrumented, parachute,
or basic package, good trailer, Ph: 0417 447974,
lSI 0 VH-CTG (F6). 3100 hrs, excellent condition.
Good to look at, flies beautifully & is very easy
to rig, Regularly & professionally maintained. This
is a unique glider in Australia & a proven Club
Class contender (2nd placegetter). Available as
a complete package incl. all instruments, radio,
parachute, trailer, etc & 2009/10 Form 2 completed.
S22000, Ph: Tim Shirley 0417 268073 or <tshirley@
internode.on.net>.

Two-seater Sailplanes
Grob 103 Twin 2 Acro, 4100 hrs, refinished
in poly, renewed upholstery, basic instruments.
Excellent condition. S60000 ono. Ph: 0408 195337
or <mike@maddogcomposites.com.au>.

Self Launching/Motor Gliders
ASK 21 Mi, fully equipped, as new, with Cobra
trailer, $290000, Ph: 0423 787398,
Dimona H36 stunning climber, great soarer &
comfortable tourer. New Sauer 2500 motor, Great
value $109000. Deliver free Australia. Ph: John
0418857509 or 02 66857509.
Dimona H36 with Limbach l2400 motor, Hoffmann
three-position prop, latest mods. Folding wings,
transponder. All in excellent condition. Glide at
28:1 or cruise at 95kt for 151thr. S95000, Ph: John
03 52366290.
Grob 3 103C Twin, Rotax 505, 206 hrs, 509 flying
hrs. Discus-style wing lD 38: 1, new PU paint. no
damage, delight to fly, Cobra trailer with hydraulic
lift cradle, Over half the price of comparable motor
gliders. Substantial reduction in price to meet
the market, is negotiable! Ph: 0400 553642 or
<byrongliding@gmail.com> for details,
Motor Falke, great climber, great tourer, great
trainer. Jabiru 2200 motor, frame up refurbishment.
A steal at $66000. Email <jwitham@nor.com.au>
for info,
SF 25B Scheibe Jabiru 2200 Motor Falke
VH-HNO, n 2275 hrs, engine 215 before top
overhaul, 32-litre tank plus 101 long range tank,
Basic instruments, Microair radio, new tyres, spare
prop, etc. 187kg cockpit load. S38000 Ph: 03
95510965 or <info@melbourneglidingadventures.
com,au 61>,
SF 2SC little damages to wings aher a prop strike,
for sale as it is, S15000. Ph: 0423 787398,
TeST OMS two·seat motor glider. Retractable
engine, low hrs, excellent condition, S55000 ono,
located Serpentine WA. Ph: 0405 305957.

General
BUSINESS FOR SALE

Byron Bay Gliding P/l : AOC, perfect location in
Byron Bay, $170000 turnover, very good return, for
sale S65OOO. Ph: 0423 787398.
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Instruments 8r Equipment
Borgelt B100 with Joey Terra TX 720 Radio. Offers
ph: 0427 828177 or fax: 85414434, (STD MISSING)
ClEARNAV, now with more pixels, IGC approved &
fits most panels, Many Altairs buyers have to spend
$1250 on Winter 57mm altimeter so as to fit Altair
in panel. so ClEARNAV cost less!! Try my Cambridge
302 loaner before you buy a vario. Ian McPhee 0428
847642 or <mrsoaring@gmail.com.au> - 39 years
& still going.

Gliding Publications
Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value
modelling magazine. Now S60pa for six issues.
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 30,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
Free Flight: Quarterly journal of the Soaring Asso·
ciation of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &
articles, SUS26 for one year, S47 for two years, $65
forthree years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B BG8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
Gliding International: The new international
gliding magazine edited by John Roake. Specialising
in being first with news from every corner of the
soaring globe. AS60 p.a. Personal cheques or credit
cards accepted. Contact: Gliding International,
79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New Zealand. Email:
<office@glidinginternational.com>,
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England,
Annual subscription for six copies fI7.50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sail·
plane Homebuilders Association, $US29 (airmail
SUS46) to SHA, do Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Inc. PO Box 2100, Hobbs,nm
88241 USA, Foreign subscription rates (annually):
SUS43 surface delivery; SUS68 premium delivery.
Technical Soaring/OSTlV: Quarterly publicationof
SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers. do
T U Delft, Fac Aerospace engineering, Kluyerweg 1,
NL-2629 HS DELFT. The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box
577. Gisbome VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa, ....,....

Advertising - November 2009
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HGFA

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members
up to a maximum of 40 wo rds. One dassified
per person per issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office
for membership verificJtionlpayrnent by email
<officeli:!·hgfa.asn.au>. fax: 03 93362177 or post:
4.1/60 Keilar Park Drive. Keitor Park VIC 3042.
The deadline is 25th of the month. for publication
fi ve weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for
one issue. For consecutive publication. re-submission
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.
When submitting a dassified remember to include
your contact details (for prospective buyers).
your HGfA membership number (for ve rification)
and thl' State undE'r which you would like the
classified placed. (Note that the above does not
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may
place multiple classified entries, but will be
charged at usual advertiSing rates.)

All aircraft should be suitable for the
intended use; this includes the skill level
required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot's actual rating and
experience. All members must adhere to
the maintenance requirements as contained
in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and
as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand
equipment should always be inspected
by an independent person, an Instructor
wherever possible. Advice should be sought
as to the condition, airworthiness and
suitability of the aircraft. It should include
examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile
situation for individuals to provide aircraft
which are unsuitable for the skill level of
the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in
anyway.

Hang Gliders & Equipment

HGFA Schools
QUEENSLAND

NEW SOUTH WALES

Airborne Climax 13, redlblue. Original CI. Flies
well, reasonable condition. Must pick up from
Northern Beaches, Sydney. 51000, will email recent
photos, all enquiries to: <Iaylo,_c@mac.com>.
QUEENSLAND

Airborne C4 13.5 in good order. 100 hrs. Carbon
inserts. Race Irim. Bargain 54500. Trimmed & tuned
by Scott Barrett, Ihe designer. You won't get a better
high performance glider for less. Ph: Jerry 040B
756949 or <jfurnell@bigpond.net.au>.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Fun 160 with 20 hrs on it, as new. Brand new Myth
2 harness with one hour on it, suit pilot from 160
to 175cm. Chute is secondhand, glider dw speed
bar. 53990, can freight anywhere, photos available.
Ph: 0408 024668.
Moyes SX5, 10 hrs use, immaculate condition.
Perfect for powered harness or pilot over 90kg.
Can email photos. Bargain at 51000. Ph: Gary
0408 02466B.

Paragliders & Equipment
KANGOOK . COM

The latest range of Kangook paramotors,
Dudek Reflex paragliders, trikes. flight decks, spares
& your reserve parachute equipment all on our
website for your inspection with prices. Ph: Ben
0418753220.
PRESS TO TALK SYSTEM

PARA SUPPLY I PIT sys, PARA SUPPLY I PIT sys,
PARA SUPPLY I PIT sys, PARA SUPPLY I PIT sys,
PARA SUPPLY I PIT sys, PARA SUPPLY I PIT sys,
www.parasupply.com
CONCERTINA BAG

PARA SUPPLY I (ocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY I (ocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina bag.
PARA SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLYI Cocoon3 concertina bag,
www.parasupply.com

RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment
APeD Aviation three yearsf250 hOUfS warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique

in the industry. Customer service and

100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APCO gliders {www.apcoaviation.comJ.

APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000
Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the (ooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State. we fly all year round,
6Ok.m cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
fUll LICENCE COURSE - Strict~ only four sWdents per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace. between eight to 10 days.
REfRESHER COURSE - Groundhandling. top landing or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn With the experts.
INTERMEDIATE. ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT - We have the site~ the weather and the
knowledge.
SALES AND SERVIC ES - New and second·hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean·luc lejaille. Cfl and senior
safety officer. paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia). over 2,500 student days' experience,
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding - APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4S81
Ph: 07 S486 3048 - 0418 7S41S7
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]
NEW SOUTH WALES

Professional Paragliding
Tandem Introductory flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and service

Photo: Dietmar Tschabrun
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Dealer for Advance Charly Flytec Icom
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Soaring Australia
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VICTORIA

VICTORIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

Dynamic Flight School
Specialising in:
PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Viaoria, widely
renowned as Australia's best flyi ng region.
Bright has been host to numerous Australian &
international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the
best. our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over
10 years.
Courses
• Introductory & HGFA licence course
• Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow courses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales
We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.

Hang Gliding & Microligbting

17 Tansey Court, TrawaJla3373
Phone - 03 5349 2845
Em.II- Rohan@dynamicrught.com.au

Web - www.dynamlcOlght.com.au

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Chaffy reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
www.activeflight.com.au

Bright
Victoria
Intro an d Full
licensing Courses
Tandem Instruct ional
Flights
New & Use d Glide rs
Harn esses
BIOS Helmets
Radios
Vari os
Garmi n GPS
Rese rves
Flight Suits
Flying Boots
Mystic Membership

, a
100 Gavan St Bright Vic 3741
03 57551753 - 0428 352048
www.a lpineparaglid ing .com

NEW SOUTH WALES

Australia'S bigg •• t distributor of
Paragliding and Paramotorlng
products, .n online at the best price.
S •• our website for more details

than anywhere else in Australia. It has 4 large
launches for nearly all wind directions & easy, safe
top & bottom landings all arou nd. Great ridge
soaring & XC all in one place. HOST of the 2007
PARAGLIDING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS!
• YOUR CFIIS GODFREY WENNES5: The most
experienced paraglider pilot in Australia. Over 7000
hours airtime since 1988, World Record Holder
- 335km (1998-2002), Longest Tandem Flight in
the World - 2Z3km (2000-03), Multiple National
Records. National XC league Winner (inaugural
2001 & 2002), CFI, Instructor Examiner, Australian
Team Member, Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA Safety
& Ops Committee (PG), International Comps
Organiser, & Owner of World Famous Mt Borah.
• NOVICE LICENCE COURSES: Our famous 9 day,
live in, Novice licence Courses. with genuine small
class sizes «6), go well beyond the minimum
requirements & indude thermalling, ridge soaring. safety manoeuvres & more. OVer a week of
the highest quality tuition by highly experienced
pilots/instructors. using the latest techniques
&equipment costs only SI720 (including
accommodation and 5400 equipment discount).
• THERMALlING, XC & OTHER TUITION: We specialise in PG & offer personal one-on-one & group
tuition in areas such as basic skills refresher,
thermalling, cross-country, SIV safety clinks, & Intermediate, Advanced. Tandem, Motor &other ratings.
• HG TO PG ENDORSEMENTS: its ea,ier than
you think!
ONLY QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM THE BEST
BRANDS: Importer of Advance, Flytec, Hanwag
and JDC. Stockist & service of all equipment.
new & secondhand.
• CABINS & CAMPING ONSITE: Stay at Mt Borah
- its nice & quiet! Cabins for just S15p1n (5100
plw) & camping 56 (535 plw).
So corne flying with Manilla Paragliding, where the person who shows you the mountain, owns the mountain!

Phone Godfrey Wenness on:
02 6785 6545 or fax: 02 6785 6546
email: <SkyGodfrey@aol.com>
'The Mountain', Manilla, NSW 2346,
48 Soaring Australia

www.highadventure.com.au

• MT BORAH, MANILLA is the one of the top 10
flying srtes in the world & has more flyable days
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(0429) 844961
www.hlg hadven tu re com au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:

Advance. Aerodyne, Airwave. BiD-Air, Gin.
Gradient. Mac Para, Niviuk. Nova. Ozone,

Paratech, Sky, Swing, UP
Full written report
Harness repair and modifications
• Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
Parachute repacking
• Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: d ly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com)
November 2009

• Class leading comfort

• Ftty aerobalic (lndudlng spinning)
• Optionalllllbo is gromd startable & Ihrollleable
• Tlrilo can be used for launch assist IMth low

• Robust sprung undercarriage

· Perfect for training. aerobatics aOO cross country

· EIectJ1c undercarriage retraction aOO extension

· 3 wheet layout (1Mth nosewheel) available

• Available as sailplane. turbo. or sell launcher

~redtug8

Hangar 4 Temora Airport .: 126 Baker Street Temora NSW 2666 PH (02) 69 761559 :: Mobile : 0409557079 " Fax: (02) 69 78 0505
tom@tandjsailplanes.com :: hllp:lJwww.tandjsailplanes.com :: DG I LS Website ::
:: Maintenance . Repairs.

Advance ordIra for
SoartIIgNZ CIII IdaIs_
baing aaaepted now.

Tl*'-"", quaIly
phamglaphl cI ecaIng
In New ZeIIInd bV
John McCaw.

DIiNIV iicllnCI pn:xiuced
bV the team that make
SoamgNZ look 10 good.
M lib pictIne, tl'lIlllIOIlIl12 rnonIh cllllld... WCUd make
~ QI'IIII,_ gilt. EaIIy pll8lal*. $20 IncIucIIng pip
toAuaIraIL
Am" .... 0ctDber. ErmllllOIItodmcc.."medla.co.nz

to . . . . you get )ICII.I'8.
N01E: ......... to .................... to .. nIIdI byVIBA.

Peak Caps

Slouch Hats

GFA

SALE ITEMS

E: office@hgfa.asn.au W: www.hgfa.asn.au P: 03933671

